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Shoulder to shoulder, heart to heart,
a community stands as one

Artist Nina Lipkowitz explores her father’s
World War II experiences in a new series of paintings

PITTSFIELD – The Berkshires’ faith
and civic communities joined together on November 1 in an interfaith vigil
that honored the 11 Jewish lives lost
at Pittsburgh’s Tree of Life Synagogue,
as well as the two African American
victims of an earlier racially-motivated
shooting in Louisville.
More than 600 persons filled the
sanctuary and social hall of Knesset
Israel to capacity, with hundreds more
outside, unable to enter owing to fire
code restrictions. The spirit of good
will pervaded as community leaders
voiced the heartfelt sentiments of all
those who joined together to mourn the
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unspeakable loss of life, offer
prayers of healing, and recommit themselves to combating
anti-Semitism and hatred in all
its forms.
The Berkshire Jewish
Musicians Collective opened
the ceremony with a rendition
of “Hineih Ma Tov” – “How good
and pleasant it is when brothers live together in harmony”
(Psalm 133). Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires Executive
Director Dara Kaufman offered
words of welcome, asserting
that “We are here to say to the
people of Tree of Life Synagogue, and
the entire Pittsburgh community, ‘You
are not alone. We are here.’”
Rabbi David Weiner of Knesset
Israel — who was instrumental in
managing the logistics at the site that
ensured the success of this communal
event — then took the pulpit. “We have
gathered tonight quite deliberately in a
Jewish sanctuary. We have chosen to
do this because whenever a sanctuary
is violated, every sanctuary of every
faith is compromised. And when we
choose to return to that holy place, we
restore it and heal it.”
Rabbi Weiner’s words were followed by the reflections of State
Senator Adam Hinds, Reverend Sheila
Sholes-Ross of Pittsfield’s First Baptist
Church, Williams College Muslim chaplain Imam Sharif Rosen, and Talia Ben
Sasson-Gordis of ADL New England.
(Selections from their remarks appear
on pages 14 and 15.)
PITTSBURGH VIGIL,
continued on page 14

“Let’s Talk” the Theme of JFNA’s
General Assembly in Israel
Tel Aviv confab fostered dialogue between
Israeli and Diaspora Jews

COURTESY OF NINA LIPKOWITZ

Battle Fatigue

PHOTO BY MELISSA BISSELL

Replacing Darkness with Light

When BJV readers were introduced to Great Barrington artist Nina Lipkowitz
in 2016, it was as a painter of fanciful abstractions and colorful flowers. In the
time since, Lipkowitz has embarked on an ambitious investigation of her father’s
harrowing military service in the US Third Army under General George Patton,
illuminating how his experiences shaped both his life and her own. Shown above
is her canvas “1st Lieutenant Morton Polkowitz,” from her work-in-progress, “Battle
Fatigue.” For more, please turn to page 28.

We are almost there,
but we need your help!
If you have not yet made your gift to the
2018 Annual Campaign there is
still time to do so!

Your gift will help us engage the next
generation, support the elderly and vulnerable,
and sustain Jewish life all year round!

Donate online at jewishberkshires.org
THANK YOU FOR MAKING DIFFERENCE!

TEL AVIV (JFNA) — More than
3,000 people attended the 87th
General Assembly (GA) of the Jewish
Federations of North America (JFNA),
which took place this year in Tel Aviv,
Israel. The annual event came at an
interesting time as Jews across North
America have increasingly voiced

frustration over decisions made by the
Government of Israel that adversely
impact them.
To be sure, as one people who
seek both a thriving nation state and
prospering communities beyond its
THE 2018 GA, continued on page 16
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Rabbi Reflections
CHANUKAH NOW!!!… More than Ever!
By Rabbi Barbara Cohen
Shalom, folks. With the way things have been
going recently, who knows what will be happening in
the world when you read this, as compared to what
is happening now in mid-October when I am writing
this. As this newspaper reaches you, the mid-term
elections will have happened with now unpredictable results, the daylight will be getting predictably
shorter (thank goodness something is predictable!),
and Thanksgiving, Chanukah, and the end of 2018
will be approaching quickly. Standing here today,
though, we can look at some deeply embedded
themes that don’t change on the winds of whim…
that have defined the way our Jewish civilization has
seen itself and the world for millennia.
We can start with the idea that we are a migratory
people…our history and our mythos are full of the stories of being on the move.
We usually think of it beginning with Abram and Sarai, in Lech Lecha, when
Abram is instructed to go forth to an unknown land. But we can go all the way
back to the Beginning, in the Garden of Eden, as Adam and Eve leave as part of
their “punishment” and to Noah who certainly had no idea what would happen to
him and the inhabitants of the ark as they felt the waters lifting them and setting
them afloat.
Another of our self-defining truths is that we are and always have been a minority, a small people in a larger and usually hostile world. That concept is borne
out by verifiable fact and the anecdotal flow of story and myth. How has this idea
helped to create the world view that infuses our people’s awareness of itself?
Interestingly, we project a set of contradictory expressions of this experience…

in one scenario we are meek and go along, not making waves, not raising the attention of the ruling class, not raising red flags that might bring down the wrath
of the authorities…going along to get along. The big question asked by others and
by ourselves, throughout our history, in regard to this kind of behavior is the
criticism “Why didn’t ‘those people’ just…?”…followed by any number of suggestions that at our safe historical distance we can suggest without threat of personal harm. Who are ‘those people’? Do ‘just what’? Speak up, fight back, resist
and refuse, organize and rebel…? It is so easy to take sides with armchair 20/20
hindsight in evaluating other people’s reactions to the realities they live in. Most
of us (but not everyone reading this) have not faced these kinds of personal and
mass oppressions…the denial of our human rights and the threat to life that
fighting back might lead to. It’s easy to be brave and judgmental from the comfort
of our privileged perches. The continual life and death choices – conversion, exile, or death – that faced so many Jews throughout our history are ones we hope
never to have to face. How we might decide at such moments leads to some of the
darkest personal soul searching in our Jewish lives.
The Holocaust, of course, comes to the modern mind, as it always should. How
the Jews, a victimized and decimated minority, survived and went on to continue
our history and to see a world where there is a Jewish state (challenged as it is to
stay faithful to its founding ideals) is
to some a mystery, to some a miracle,
So how do we learn
and, at least, a real testimony of faith,
persistence, and resilience.
from our history the
So how do we learn from our history
big important lessons
the big important lessons that can empower us as individuals in our personal
that can empower us as
lives and as a small percentage of the
individuals in our
world population? We need to see that
minorities can triumph…How? Our
personal lives and as a
Chanukah story tells us so! It takes
some courage and some fearless people
small percentage of the
(and for those who believe…a little diworld population?
vine and miraculous help). Chanukah
leads us to ask the following: How do
we get to the point of knowing when ‘enough is enough’? How do we pay attention and honor that inner voice that encourages us to speak out, take a risk,
and gather with others that are of like mind, who seek to challenge the larger
and louder and more powerful entities that seek to suppress and dishonor all of
those who disagree with them? (I recognize that this path will not be for everyone
and we must try not to be judgmental about those who are not at the same tipping point where we find ourselves.) This edge of action is, however, where many
people are now…just look around, watch the news, listen to your friends and
neighbors.
It’s why we need a rallying cry…CHANUKAH NOW!!! We need to re-dedicate
ourselves to Chanukah’s message. To resist and refuse to succumb to the ‘message of the State,’ to band together to make a change, to use our collective creativity and intelligence to figure out alternative ways to succeed, to clean out the
pollution in the places that have been trashed and demeaned, to celebrate victory
appropriately and to raise all people to their highest potential. And to bring growing light to our world, both locally and globally, by personally committing to be
a spark for goodness. A candle can light many others and not be diminished by
sharing its flame. Don’t give up on miracles…remember…they may be very small
and so we need to stay aware or we may miss them. This strength is what sustains us…tap into it when you need inspiration and add to it when you can…we
are all in this together.
Chag Chanukah Sameach…CHANUKAH NOW!!!!
Rabbi Barbara Cohen is the spiritual leader of
Congregation Ahavath Sholom in Great Barrington.

SEE the Berkshire
Jewish Voice
in COLOR at
www.jewishberkshires.org
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Young Judaism
Welcoming the Stranger: Reflections on National Refugee Shabbat
By Emma Lezberg
During each minute you spend reading this article, thirty people will have been displaced. Thirty
individuals from around the world, fearing for their
safety, will have been forced to grab whatever they
can carry and flee their homes, often leaving loved
ones behind. That means one person every two seconds—44,400 people every day.
On Friday, October 19, the Williams College Jewish
Association (WCJA) had the pleasure, along with
several local congregations, to participate in National
Refugee Shabbat. On this Shabbat—an annual initiative of the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), one
of nine national refugee resettlement agencies—communities across the country were invited to dedicate
their services and reflections to refugees.
In certain respects, this Shabbat was like any other during the school year at
Williams College. Students gathered in the kosher kitchen starting on Thursday
evening to begin cooking Shabbat dinner for an expected 70 attendees, a meal
that would take ten hours to prepare. At 6 p.m. on Friday, while the dinner was
being plated, two student religious directors led services in the sanctuary. At
7 p.m., students of all faith and non-faith backgrounds, as well as a few professors, staff, and community members, sat down to a family-style meal. At the end
of dinner, one student stood up to give a d’var, a speech elucidating meaning from
that week’s Torah portion.
But National Refugee Shabbat also entailed a few changes from the norm.
Services included a liturgical reading of “Aleinu” connecting the prayer’s message—“It is on us”—to the global refugee crisis. Instead of the typical 70 attendees, over 100 came. We were also incredibly fortunate that week to have a speaker
after the meal: Cari Naftali, a lactation counselor and craniosacral therapist from
Stockbridge, who shared her firsthand experience assisting (mainly Syrian) refugees on three humanitarian volunteer missions to Greece.
And on this Shabbat, I was the one giving the d’var.
National Refugee Shabbat was scheduled to coincide with Parshat Lech Lecha,
the Torah portion in which God tells Avram to “go forth” from his birthplace to
“the land that I will show you.” This is the first time we hear Avram described as
ha’ivri: the one who crosses over.
As the chair of a refugee—and more broadly, an immigrant—advocacy student
group on campus, I had a sense of what I wanted to share in my d’var. To prepare listeners for Naftali’s talk, I would want to define the word “refugee” and give
a sense of the magnitude of the crisis, putting the stories she would share in the
context of statistics like the one that opened this article.
Yet, reviewing the parsha, I realized something curious: Avram is by no means
a refugee. A refugee, legally, is “someone who is unable or unwilling to return to
his or her country of origin, owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for
reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group, or
political opinion.” Avram in the biblical story is a border-crosser, yes, but his displacement is clearly voluntary. So why this parsha for Refugee Shabbat?
The most obvious answer: this is simply the closest episode one can find in
the Torah to a refugee situation. Yet there is, I think, another potential response
to that question, one that could garner more meaning from the parsha—and this
has to do with the blurred edges of a word like “refugee.”
68.5 million people worldwide are forcibly displaced from their homes—one out
of every 111 people on Earth. Yet of those 68.5 million, only 25.4 million have refugee status. Why such a disparity?
Refugee status, it turns out, is exceedingly hard to attain. Because internally
displaced people cannot be considered refugees, one needs to cross an international border to even apply for asylum. Then one must prove a “well-founded fear
of persecution”—which means supplying evidence to show that one has personally been threatened, a high bar indeed.
And here is an astonishing fact: there is not a single refugee camp in all of
Central and South America. This means that displaced people there must use
an alternate route: show up at the border of a country like the United States and
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The color photography in this issue of the Berkshire Jewish
Voice is made possible through the generosity of Robert
Bildner and Elisa Spungen Bildner, honorary publishers.
The staff of the Federation and the BJV are deeply grateful.

Thank you volunteers Ellen Rosenblatt and the BJV delivery team,
Michael Albert, Jeff Kramer, Roman Rozenblyum, and Ron Turbin

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Berkshire Jewish Voice welcomes signed letters on subjects of interest to the
Jewish community. Letters are printed upon space availability. The BJV reserves
the right to edit all letters for content, length, and style. The BJV does not print
anonymous letters, insults, libelous or defamatory statements. Published letters do
not represent the views of the Federation, its board of directors, or the newspaper,
but rather express the views of their authors. For verification purposes, please include full name, home address, and a day and evening telephone number. Send
letters to: Berkshire Jewish Voice, 196 South Street, Pittsfield, MA 01201, or email:
astern@jewishberkshires.org.

petition for asylum. Currently there are over 733,000 pending immigration cases in the United States (according to the National Immigration Forum), and the
outcome of any individual petition depends significantly on the judge reading it:
judges in New York grant over 75% of asylum cases, while judges in Atlanta deny
almost 90% (according to Reuters). What this means is that the line between refugees and, say, undocumented immigrants is in many cases artificial.
And even that 68.5 million statistic—those forcibly displaced—leaves out a
host of vulnerable people. Someone moving due to economic hardships—such as
the situation in Venezuela, where the inflation rate is expected to surge to 1 million percent by the end of the year, 7-12% of the population has been displaced,
and the average Venezuelan has lost nineteen pounds within this last year (according to the United Nations and the New York Times)—could not be considered
a refugee. Someone fleeing drought, famine, or a natural disaster could not be
considered a refugee. Yet these people may still desperately need help.
The danger, then, of focusing exclusively on one particular immigrant
group—say, refugees—is that in upholding that group as worthy, we might make
others seem less worthy. It is what many call “good immigrant, bad immigrant”
rhetoric. Fight for refugees and you might find yourself ignoring, even implicitly
denigrating, undocumented immigrants. Fight for DREAMers and you might end
up indirectly advocating for deporting everyone else. And in doing so, you are
reifying legal distinctions between statuses that can in reality be little more than
arbitrary.
Avram turns out not to be a refugee, and so my d’var on National Refugee
Shabbat could not only concern refugees. It had to concern our country’s relationship to immigration more broadly, as a nation of immigrants and a nation
of xenophobia at once. I felt compelled to remind listeners that refugees are not
my d’var on National Refugee only in
Lesvos half a world away; there are refMy d’var on National
ugees right here in Berkshire County.
Refugee Shabbat
And immigrants more broadly? They
make up the fabric of our communicould not only concern
ty: 1 in 10 people in Berkshire County
refugees. It had to concern is an immigrant, 25% of hotels counare owned by immigrant entreour country’s relationship ty-wide
preneurs, and immigrants make up the
only growing segment of our populato immigration more
tion (all statistics from the Berkshire
broadly, as a nation of
Immigrant Center).
So, especially in our current poimmigrants and a nation
litical climate—with many would-be
of xenophobia at once.
refugees deterred or prevented, in direct violation of international law, from
seeking asylum in our country—let us ensure that we are not only assisting those
who have some particular immigration status. Let us recommit ourselves instead
to welcoming the stranger in whatever form that stranger comes: all ha’ivrim, all
the people who cross over.
Emma Lezberg of Pittsfield, a graduate of the former Sinai Academy of the
Berkshires, Berkshire Country Day School, and Pittsfield High School, is currently a junior at Williams College majoring in critical theory. She serves as both the
Tzedek Director for the Williams College Jewish Association and the Chair of No
Lost Generation-Williams College, a refugee and immigrant advocacy group on campus. Emma had the pleasures this summer of interning at the Berkshire Immigrant
Center and doing research on immigrant literature through Williams College.
Unless otherwise noted, statistics in this article are from the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees.
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ne Story
Your Federation Dollars at Work
Each year, the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires directs some of your campaign dollars to
support the vital work of its overseas partner, The Jewish Agency for Israel (JAFI). Here is one story of
how The Jewish Agency in turn rushed to respond to crisis conditions experienced in the United States
by Pittsburgh’s Jewish community in the wake of the Tree of Life Synagogue shootings.

Helping Pittsburgh Recover
partnered with the Israeli
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and The Jewish Federation of
Greater Pittsburgh to dispatch
a mission of five post-trauma
and grief specialists from the
Israel Trauma Coalition. They
landed in Pittsburgh within
48 hours of the attack for a
five-day trip. The specialists
advised local leaders on best
practices to help their constituents recover from trauma,
and provided the leaders with

tools to manage their own
anxiety. The group also began
to develop a long-term healing
plan for the community that
will guide The Jewish Agency
on ways to provide future
assistance.
Expressions of support
for the Pittsburgh Jewish
community poured in from
around the world—notably
from Pittsburgh’s partnership region of Karmiel-Misgav
in northern Israel. These

communities have shared
deep communal and personal connections through The
Jewish Agency for Israel’s
Partnership2Gether platform
for more than 20 years. A
memorial service in Karmiel’s
Culture Hall drew 200-300
people.
At the ceremony, the outgoing mayor of Karmiel, Adi

PHOTO: THE JEWISH AGENCY FOR ISRAEL

Our connections to one
another are always important,
and in times of tragedy, they
are crucial. In the wake of
the attack that took the lives
of 11 Jews at the Tree of Life
synagogue, we are proud that
The Jewish Agency for Israel
played a critical role, together with Jews from around
the world, in supporting the
Pittsburgh Jewish community.
Immediately following the
attack, The Jewish Agency

Eldar, said that his final act
as mayor had been to sign an
order for a permanent memorial to be erected in Karmiel in
memory of the victims at Tree
of Life. “The Jewish community in Pittsburgh has always
stood by us,” he said. “I’m sorry that the last event that I’m
taking part in as Mayor is this
sad event.”
Jewish Agency Chairman
of the Executive, Isaac Herzog
visited Pittsburgh for Shabbat
to show solidarity as a representative of Jews from around
the world. Herzog visited
families of victims, addressed
the community and joined a
Shabbat service attended by
members of Tree of Life and
other Pittsburgh synagogues.

Moving Towards Health, with Thea Basis
On Monday, November 26
at 10:45 a.m., the Jewish
Federation of the Berkshires
welcomes Thea Basis, a
certified senior fitness specialist for “Moving Towards
Health.” This free program at
Knesset Israel, 16 Colt Road
in Pittsfield is part of the
Federation’s Connecting With
Community series.
In this class you will learn
and practice specific exercises to improve your strength,
flexibility, balance, posture
and cardiovascular function.
Topics are especially designed
to address issues such as
arthritis, post-rehab from surgery, fatigue, fall prevention,

challenging, including arthritis, fragility, balance and gait
issues, respiratory disease,
diabetes, and lack of motivation. She is also an orthopedic exercise specialist serving
groups and individuals in promoting healthy, independent
lifestyles, while addressing the
unique challenges of aging.
Thea Basis
and more, all while having fun
and reducing stress!
Thea Basis earned an ACE
Group Fitness Instructor
Certification in 1988. She
specializes in the conditions
that make exercising more

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires / Connecting
With Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Monday, November 26 at 10:45 a.m., followed
by lunch (see page 26).

Jewish Agency Chairman Isaac Herzog with Pennsylvania
Governor Tom Wolf outside the Tree of Life synagogue in
Pittsburgh.

Letters to the Editor
Summer Concert Funds
Supporting Israeli
Victims of Terror
Dear Jewish Federation of the
Berkshires:
On behalf of my colleagues at The
Jewish Agency let me say how grateful we are for the generous gift for our
Victims of Terror Fund from the benefit
concert proceeds. The Fund ensures
that victims of terror attacks in Israel
receive the treatment and assistance
they need.
Within 24 to 48 hours of an attack,
a trained Jewish Agency representative visits victims or family members
at the hospital or at home. They bring
words of comfort on behalf of the world
Jewish community along with immediate emergency aid of $1,100 with
no questions asked. In the following
months and years, we provide additional services and grants of up to
$6,300 per family for recuperation
efforts such as long-term psychological
care, camping programs for affected
children, college scholarships, financing for job retraining, and more, based
upon an evaluation of the victim’s
needs. The Fund coordinates with government agencies to meet the victims’
needs without duplication of services.
Recently, we helped the families
of those murdered (Kim LevengrondYehezkel and Ziv Hagbi) and injured

(Mrs. Sarah Vaturi) in the serious
attack that took place in Barkan on
October 7, 2018. The Fund also delivered an emergency relief check in the
amount of 4,000 NIS to the Tamano
family of Beer Sheva, whose home was
seriously damaged by a rocket attack
from Gaza.
Sincerely,
Jane F. Karlin
Senior Vice President, Israel
and Global Philanthropy
Jewish Agency for Israel –
North American Council

You Helped with the
Money, and this Camper
had the “Mo”
Dear Jewish Federation of the
Berkshires,
Thank you for giving me the money to go to Camp Eisner. Camp Eisner
was so fun. I had the “Mo,” which is
the camp store with candy. I made very
good friends. My other favorite thing
was running to our bunks and singing
Jewish songs.
This was my first year at sleep away
camp. I went for 2 weeks. Next year,
I want to go for 2 months, but I don’t
think they’ll let me. I’ll go for 4 weeks.
Sincerely,
Levi Denmark, Age 7¾
Pittsfield

For further information on all Jewish Federation of the Berkshires programs,
please call Nancy Maurice Rogers, Program Director, at (413) 442-4360, ext.15.
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Your Federation Presents
Connecting With Community Programs/
Kosher Hot Lunch
Programs in the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires’ Connecting With
Community series are free and start at 10:45 a.m. most Mondays and
Thursdays at Knesset Israel (16 Colt Road, Pittsfield). Programs are followed
by a kosher hot lunch. Lunch is a $2 suggested donation for adults over 60
years of age or $7 for all others. Advance reservations are required for lunch
and can be made by calling (413) 442-2200 before 9 a.m. on the day of the
program. Lunch alone is also served Tuesday.
Knosh & Knowledge events take place each month on a Friday at Hevreh
of Southern Berkshire (270 State Road, Great Barrington). Programs start at
10:45 a.m. and are now free – the buffet lunch that follows the presentation
is $11 and must be reserved in advance by calling (413) 442-4360, ext. 10.
For further information on all programs, please call Nancy Maurice
Rogers, program director, at (413) 442-4360, ext. 15. For lunch menus and
a chronological list of all scheduled programs, please see page 26. Note
that lunch menus are subject to change.

The Process of Aging, with Maggie Bittman
On Monday, November
19 and Monday December
3 the Jewish Federation of
the Berkshires presents “The
Process of Aging” with therapist Maggie Bittman. This free
program at Knesset Israel, 16
Colt Road, in Pittsfield, is part
of the Federation’s Connecting
With Community series.
This program will provide
an opportunity to be part of a
group dialogue, created and
facilitated by Bittman, who
will explain her outlook and
approach, emphasizing that
aging begins at birth. She will
discuss how all of us are confronted with four existential
truths as we age – the search
to find meaning and purpose;
facing mortality; experiencing

aloneness; and engaging free
will.
Bittman will highlight how
this is a lifelong process, and
the ways people return to these
existential truths at each stage
of life with the added wisdom
that comes with aging. Within
this context, participants will
discuss, share and offer support, as they explore these
existential truths.

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation of
the Berkshires / Connecting With
Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Monday, November Monday Dec 3, followed by
lunch (see page 26).

Therapist Maggie Bittman

False Messiah: The Life and Impact
of Shabbetai Tzvi
On Thursday, November 29 at 10:45 a.m.,
the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires hosts
Rabbi Barbara Cohen, whose topic will be “False
Messiah: The Life and Impact of Shabbetai Tzvi.”
This free program at Knesset Israel, 16 Colt Road in
Pittsfield is part of the Federation’s Connecting With
Community series.
Writes Rabbi Cohen: “In the 17th century, in the
wake of mass oppression and the deadly and devastating Chmielnicki Massacres, a personality arose
into public consciousness, in Poland and Ukraine,
whose impact at first elevated and then destroyed
the lives and hearts of hundreds of thousands of
people. Shabbetai Tzvi, a mystic and madman, captured the imaginations and hopes of the people for a
Messiah, to deliver them from horrors of their every- Rabbi Barbara Cohen
day lives.”
Join Rabbi Cohen as she shares this story of Judaism’s most infamous “false
messiah.”
Rabbi Barbara Cohen is rabbi of Temple Ahavath Sholom in Great Barrington.
Please turn to page 2 for Rabbi Cohen’s Rabbi Reflection column.

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation of the Berkshires / Connecting With Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Thursday, November 29 at 10:45 a.m., followed by lunch (see page 26).
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Chair Yoga: Easy Yoga for
Mobility and Peace of Mind
On Thursday, December
20 at 10:45 a.m., join Linda
Novick for “Chair Yoga: Easy
Yoga for Flexibility, Mobility,
and Peace of Mind.” This free
program at Knesset Israel, 16
Colt Road in Pittsfield is part
of the Jewish Federation of the
Berkshires’ Connecting With
Community series.
Linda Novick says: “Chair
Yoga is appropriate for people
of all levels of mobility. It is a
series of breathing and stretching exercises done in a chair,
which increases mobility of the
joints, flexibility, strength and
stamina. Some of the exercises
are performed standing behind
the chair, while holding on.
Participants will learn breathing techniques to enhance
lung capacity, as well as easy
stretches and yoga postures.
Yoga is good for all bodies.
Beginners are welcome.”
Linda Novick, MFA, is an
author, teacher, artist, and
professional level Kripalu Yoga
teacher. She currently teaches
yoga at Berkshire West Fitness
Center and Kimball Farms, and
all over the Commonwealth
with the Massachusetts
Housing Authority.
She explains that her approach to yoga encourages
everyone to listen and love
their body. Her yoga classes
encourage gentle stretching,
proper breathing, strength and
balance. She attended Pratt

Linda Novick
Institute in Brooklyn and has
a BFA in art education, and
has taught art for 50 years.
She’s been teaching yoga
since 1997, and lately has
been focusing on easy yoga
for elders. She taught on staff
at Kripalu Center for 7 years,
and is now a regular presenter, offering programs that
combine painting and yoga.
She’s the author of the book,
The Painting Path: Embodying
Spiritual Discovery through
Yoga, Brush and Color.

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires / Connecting
With Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Thursday, December 20 at 10:45 a.m., followed
by lunch (see page 26).
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Creative Exploration and Good Questions:
Combating Poverty of the Mind
On Thursday, December 6
at 10:45 a.m., the Jewish
Federation of the Berkshires
welcomes Dr. Philip Pryjma,
co-founder and co-director of
the Sawa Sawa Foundation,
an art gallery in Lee that
works to enrich Africans and
Americans through humanitarian efforts in Africa, and
bring about understanding,
respect, and goodwill between
the two continents. He’ll be
speaking about “Creative
Exploration and Good
Questions: Combating Poverty
of the Mind.”
This free program at
Knesset Israel, 16 Colt Road
in Pittsfield is part of the
Federation’s Connecting With
Community series.
What will Dr. Pryjma talk
about? We let him explain:
“Growing up in Brooklyn set
the stage for a life of exploration and fascination for what
surrounded me and countless
unanswered questions – ‘why?’
“I was fortunate to have
a large supply of wonderful
mentors throughout my education who challenged me
and encouraged my creative
energies as well any spark
of artistic proclivity. Higher
education included degrees in
mathematics, physics, engineering, medicine, and eventually psychiatry, with fortunate
exposure to some of the most
creative leaders in each field of
study. This very broad background set up my own personal challenge to make sense of
all of these seemingly disconnected and stimulating ideas
and hopefully emerge with a
‘unified theory of everything.’
“Since this ‘collection of
knowledge’ brought on many
more questions than answers
I realized life was a ‘work in
progress.’ I decided that all
of these invitations to explore
should continue as a humble
quest to continue the search

Dr. Philip Pryjma working in Kenya
by asking better questions,
somehow realizing along the
way that this process, the process of searching, learning and
exploring was more important
than the final answers I was
seeking.
“Fast forward. I find myself
running an unusual art gallery
in Lee, in a former Catholic
church (St. Francis) and every
year for two months teaching
out-of-the-box art and thinking to 3rd, 4th, and 5th graders in rural western Kenya.
The past four years have also
been occupied with agricultural renewal, water scarcity projects, maternity health, community enrichment, and responsible entrepreneurship in
this same area. My prior years
in Kenya were spent making
mistakes and learning how to
create change in post-colonial
impoverished areas. This was
done by changing from paternalistic giving to transformative change – reducing poverty
of the mind.
“In working to build a community of creative growth art
has been a strong focus, along
with ‘finding’ creative, transformative, and responsible
entrepreneurial leaders. Our

goal was to create a culture of
continuous learning and exploration. It was most important to include myself in this
same process and my talk will
focus on this.”

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires / Connecting
With Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Thursday, December 6 at 10:45 a.m., followed by
lunch (see page 26).

Bimuelos and Keftes
and Gelt, Oh My!
Hanukkah Foods From
Around the World
On Monday, December
10 at 10:45 a.m., the Jewish
Federation of the Berkshires
is pleased to welcome the
Berkshire Jewish Voice’s own
Traveling With Jewish Taste
columnist Carol Goodman
Kaufman, for a globetrotting talk titled “Bimuelos
and Keftes and Gelt, Oh
My! Hanukkah Foods From
Around the World.” This free
program at Knesset Israel, 16
Colt Road in Pittsfield is part
of the Federation’s Connecting
With Community series.
Carol Goodman Kaufman
will talk about the history
behind the two major culinary
traditions of Hanukkah: foods
fried in oil and dairy dishes,
and the different ways that
Jews from around the world
have interpreted those traditions. From Persia to Greece
to Spain to Warsaw to Havana,
the variety is as dizzying as a
dreidel spinning.

Carol is a recovering psychologist and criminologist,
and now writes about food,
travel, and anything else that
catches her fancy in her regular columns in the Berkshire
Jewish Voice, and Worcester
Living magazine. She is also
a regular contributor to
Berkshire Magazine. She is
currently at work on a food
history/cookbook, tracing the
paths that some of our favorite foods have taken from their
origins to appear on dinner
plates and in cultural rites, artifacts, and literature around
the world.

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires / Connecting
With Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Monday, December 10 at 10:45 a.m., followed
by lunch (see page 26).

For Your Health – “The Interaction
Between Hearing and Balance”
What is vestibular therapy and how can it keep you
from falling?
On Monday, December
17 at 10:45 a.m., the Jewish
Federation of the Berkshires
hosts audiologist Dr. Andrew
Puttick and vestibular therapist Dr. Trevor Marcotte of
Greylock Audiology, who will
explain vestibular therapy
in a presentation titled “The
Interaction Between Hearing
and Balance.” This free program at Knesset Israel, 16 Colt
Road in Pittsfield is part of the
Federation’s Connecting With
Community series.
Dr. Puttick and Dr.
Marcotte will discuss hearing
and balance and how these
two “senses” work together.
“Over time, we all experience gradual onset hearing

loss,” says Dr. Puttick.
“With this change in hearing, our ability to maintain balance and avoid
falling is also affected.
Come learn how physical therapy, specifically
vestibular therapy, can
improve your balance at
any age!”

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires / Connecting With Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Monday,
December 17 at 10:45 a.m.,
followed by lunch (see
page 26).

Trevor Marcotte
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Berkshire Hills Hadassah

Happy Chanukah
berkshirehillshadassah@gmail.com

HADASSAH, THE WOMEN’S ZIONIST ORGANIZATION OF AMERICA, INC ©2016 Hadassah,
The Women’s Zionist Organization of America, Inc. Hadassah, the H logo, Hadassah the
Power of Women Who Do are registered trademarks of Hadassah, The Women’s Zionist
Organization of America, Inc.
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2018 Grants Announced by
The Jewish Women’s Foundation of Berkshire County
Fourteen worthy projects chosen
The Jewish Women’s
Foundation of Berkshire
County continues to support
vital local programs in the
Jewish and broader Berkshire
community. Dedicated to sharing Jewish values by meeting
unmet needs in the community and supporting social
action, the group conducted
an open grant application
process, inviting community
organizations to submit grant
proposals for funding.
From a pool of 29 applications, 14 worthy projects
across Berkshire County were
chosen to receive a total of
$32,000 in support, approximately $8,000 more than in
2017. The recipients are:
• Alchemy Initiative/
Downtown Pittsfield Farmers
Market: Funding to increase
access to healthy fresh food
from November through
April.
• Backyard Bounty of the
Berkshires: Funds to help
collect and distribute excess
fresh produce from local
farms and farmers markets
during summer 2019.
• Berkshire Community
Diaper Project, Inc.: Funds
to facilitate the more economical purchase of diapers
in bulk.
• Berkshire Grown: Funding
to feed disadvantaged
families via shares in local
farms.
• Berkshire Hills Regional
School District: Support
for Project Connection, a
food assistance program for
families with elementary-age
children during summer,
school, and vacation.
• Berkshire Immigrant Center:
Funding to expand a citizenship program and preparation for naturalization
interviews.
• Berkshire South Community
Center: Funds for food
served at Community
Monday Night Supper
Program.
• Boys & Girls Club of the
Berkshires: Funding to increase support for disabled
and special needs children.
• The Christian Center of
Pittsfield: Contribute funds
for a discretionary fund

program for the financially
needy.
• Congregation Beth Israel:
Funding to support Take
and Eat meals program.
• Community Health
Programs: Funding for new
program to better equip
parents to provide care for
children.
• Gladys Allen Brigham Youth
Community Center: Support
the Eureka! Program with
funding for materials and
field trips to promote STEM
subjects to girls.
• North Berkshire Interfaith
Action Initiative: Funds to
purchase fresh, healthy,
and nutritious food to
supplement the work of the
Western Massachusetts
Food Bank.
• Railroad Street Youth
Project: To strengthen mentoring programs for at-risk
teens.
In addition, the Foundation
continued their ongoing support of these additional programs in 2018:
• The Jewish Transportation
Network
• The Jewish Federation of
the Berkshires’ Community
Seder
• BMC’s Care Navigation –
Medical Transport Program
• Food Insecurity (supplemental Meals on Wheels)
• PJ Library of Berkshire
County
• Jewish Camp Scholarships
Founded in 2010, the
Jewish Women’s Foundation of
Berkshire County operates under the auspices of the Jewish
Federation of the Berkshires.
Its membership has grown to
130 women in 2018.
Says Lauren Spitz, a member of the executive committee:
“Through my work with the
Jewish Women’s Foundation,
I feel blessed to be able to say
‘thank you’ by helping with
food security, literacy, empowerment, and education. Even
though I am in the Berkshires
for only five months a year,
this community offers so
much to nurture my soul, and
the people are warm and welcoming – it feels like a home
I’ve lived in forever.”

Three Compelling Conversations,
from the 92nd Street Y
This December, the Jewish
Federation of the Berkshires
will screen three thought
provoking pre-recorded talks
from the renowned 92nd
Street Y in New York City as
part of its Connecting With
Community series. These free
programs will be screened at
Knesset Israel, 16 Colt Road
in Pittsfield.
On Thursday,
December 13, Rabbi Lord
Jonathan Sacks and Simon
Schama join moderator
David Gregory for “Genius
and the Story of the Jews.”
The extraordinary resilience
of the Jewish people—in the
face of adversity through
every generation since
Moses—gives power and
resonance to their collective vision, and provides the
key to Jewish identity and
sense of purpose. Rabbi Lord
Jonathan Sacks, Emeritus
Chief Rabbi of Britain and
the Commonwealth and
current professor at New
York University, Yeshiva
University, and King’s College
London and Simon Schama,
author of The Story of the
Jews, dig deep into Jewish
history to explore and explain
the genius of Jewish survival,
resilience, security, prosperity and leadership.
On Monday, December
24, former US Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright will

Rabbi Jonathan Sacks with historian Simon Schama and
moderator David Gregory
be in conversation with David
Miliband, the president and
CEO of the International
Rescue Committee, in a talk
titled “Decade of Disorder.”
They explore what can be done
to meet the needs of the unprecedented number of people
uprooted by conflict, war and
disorder, and will address
major global challenges today
at the intersection of security
and justice. Topics will include
the refugee crisis in Europe,
upheaval in Syria, and other
global hotspots that need humanitarian relief. Prior to leading the IRC, David Miliband
had a distinguished political
career in the United Kingdom,
serving as Foreign Secretary
and Secretary of State for the

Environment. Dr. Madeleine K.
Albright is chair of the Albright
Stonebridge Group, a global
strategic advisory and commercial diplomacy firm. She
was Secretary of State from
1997-2001.
On Thursday, December
27, “Jewish Identity: The
Truth, Fears, Hopes and
Illusions” is a panel discussion
on Jewish Identity with Rabbi
Peter J. Rubinstein, Rev.
Eleanor Harrison Bregman,
Rabbi Irwin Kula, Rabbi Brent
Chaim Spodek, and Sharon
Thomas. This forum is part of
the Shababa Network Summit,
a training program for organizations that are ready to
rethink and transform family
engagement and Jewish life.
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Thank you to our supporters!
The Berkshire Jewish Voice extends a very special “thank
you” for the generosity extended thus far by 171 households as of today who have sent in their contributions for
voluntary subscriptions to the paper in 2018.
Nathan Doctrow
Betsy and Richard Gaberman
Helen Gura
Aaron Gurwitz and Susan Abramowitz
Richard Holland
Liz and Alan Jaffe
Judith Lerner
Peter Levine and Ellen Croibier
Leonard and Elaine Lipton
Wendy Robbins
Jane Widitor
Sharon Wiles and Samuel Bates

Roselle Chartock will illuminate the King’s relationship
with the Tribe at Knosh & Knowledge
GREAT BARRINGTON –
On Friday, December 7
at 10:45 a.m., Knosh &
Knowledge hosts author and
scholar Roselle Kline Chartock
for an interesting, and perhaps
unexpected, overview of “The
Jewish World of Elvis Presley.”
This free Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires program
will take place at Hevreh
of Southern Berkshire at
10:45 a.m., and will be followed by lunch, available for
$11 (RSVP required).
Elvis and Jews – at
first glance, notes Roselle
Chartock, these two words
don’t seem to go together. But,
the truth is, Elvis Presley, a
poor, fundamentalist Christian
boy from the Deep South, an
area known historically for its

SEED WHAT YOU READ! BECOME A SUBSCRIBER TODAY!
Yes, I support the Berkshire Jewish Voice! Please accept my voluntary tax-deductible subscription contribution.
_____ $360 Mensch & Honorary Publisher
(Supports color printing in one edition of the Voice)
_____ $180 Sponsor
Mail check payable to:
_____ $72 Patron
Jewish Federation of the Berkshires
_____ $36 Friend
196 South Street, Pittsfield, MA 01201
_____ $18 Supporter (Please add Berkshire Jewish Voice in the memo)
Name to be listed: ____________________________________
p I wish to remain anonymous
Elvis wearing a Star of David

anti-Semitism, developed an affinity
to Jews.
In her talk, Dr.
Chartock will explain some of the
reasons for this development, as well
as the nature of
Presley’s relationships with Jews, a
little known aspect
of the life of this
rock ‘n’ roll icon.
Roselle Kline
Chartock is
Professor Emerita
of Education at
the Massachusetts
College of Liberal
Roselle Chartock with Hal Lansky, son of
Arts in North
Bernard Lansky, Elvis Presley’s first tailor,
Adams. She is
seen with Presley in photo on the wall of
co-editor of an anLansky Brothers Clothing in Memphis.
thology on the
Nazi Holocaust, Can It
IF YOU GO
Happen Again: Chronicles
of the Holocaust (Black Dog
Sponsor: Jewish Federation of
and Leventhal, 2001) and
the Berkshires
the author of two education
Date & Time: Friday, December
textbooks, as well as sev7 at 10:45 a.m.
eral scholarly articles. She
Venue: Hevreh of Southern
has spoken frequently in the
Berkshire, 270 State Road, Great
Berkshires and beyond about
Barrington
her most recent book, Windsor
Cost: Knosh & Knowledge
Mountain School, A Beloved
programs are now free. Fresh
Berkshire Institution (The
buffet lunch is $11. Advance
History Press, 2014).
lunch reservations required for
“The Jewish World of
this event.
Elvis Presley” is the result of
Chartock’s interest in Jewish
Email federation@jewishberktopics, history, music and
shires.org, or call (413) 4424360, ext. 10
biography.

a

Create a Jewish Legacy Campaign
Please remember the Jewish Community in your will.
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Temple Anshe Amunim to Hold
Temple Anshe Amunim
Community Crib and Winter Shabbat Dinner to Hold Young Families
PITTSFIELD – Temple Anshe
In conjunction with this
to the Christian Center.
Kabbalat Shabbat
Amunim will hold its anevent, the PFTY Youth Group
The cost of the dinner is
nual Community Crib and
Chanukah Shabbat Dinner
on Friday, December 7, at
5:30 p.m., at 26 Broad Street,
Pittsfield.
The evening will begin with
a lively musical Shabbat service
led by the Religious School,
Youth Group, and Rabbi Liz.
A chicken and latke dinner will
follow in the social hall.

will be collecting new clothing,
books, toys, baby formula,
diapers, and other new items
for children aged 6 months
through 18 years old for donation to local charities.
Families will also sponsor
a teen through the Adopt a
Teen Program at the Christian
Center. All presents will be labeled and distributed by PFTY

$18 for adults, $8 for children
under age 12, and a maximum of $40 for families with
children.
For information or to make
reservations for dinner, which
are required by December 5th,
please contact the Temple
Anshe Amunim office at: (413)
442-5910 or templeoffice@ansheamunim.org.

PITTSFIELD – Temple Anshe Amunim will hold their second
Young Families Kabbalat Shabbat at 4:45 p.m. on Friday,
December 7, before its annual Community Crib and Chanukah
Shabbat dinner at 26 Broad Street, Pittsfield.
The evening will begin at 4:45 p.m. with a Kabbalat Shabbat
led by Rabbi Liz Hirsch. There will be singing, blessings
and snacks. They will also light the menorah and celebrate
Chanukah together. This service makes it easy for families with
young children to celebrate Shabbat together. Following the
event, all are invited to stay for the 5:30 p.m. Shabbat service led
by the Religious School and Youth Group.
This event is free and open to children ages 0 – 5 and their
older siblings and parents.
For information or to make reservations for dinner, which
are required by December 5th, please contact the Temple Anshe
Amunim office at: (413) 442-5910 or templeoffice@ansheamunim.org.

Hevreh Celebrates the Festival of Lights
GREAT BARRINGTON – This
Chanukah season, Hevreh of
Southern Berkshire hosts programs for all age levels.

Chanukah Potluck Seder
Join Hevreh’s rabbis, Neil
Hirsch and Jodie Gordon, and
student canter Shani Cohen
for a lively Chanukah celebration with a potluck dinner,
latkes, and a Chanukah singa-long around the piano.
This event takes place
on Friday, December 7 at
6:15 p.m. Latkes will be provided by the congregation.
Reservations are required
in advance. Visit the Hevreh
website – Hevreh.org – for
more information about potluck dishes and to make your
reservation.

Chanukah L’Chaim:
Jews and Brews with
Hevreh Hipsters
On December 16 at 8 p.m.,
Jodie Friedman, Hevreh’s program associate, hosts “Jews
and Brews,” a fun night out at
Barrington Brewery in Great
Barrington. Jews in their 20s
and 30s are invited to nosh,
drink, play dreidel, and have
a miraculous time. Cash bar
with pub snacks provided.
Barrington Brewery is located at 420 Stockbridge Road
in Great Barrington.
Contact Jodie Friedman
at jfriedman@hevreh.org for
further information, or check
out the event on Hevreh
of Southern Berkshire’s
Facebook page.

Judaica Shop
Hevreh’s Judaica Shop
offers a wide variety of menorahs, candles, wrapping paper,
dreidels, jewelry and much
more. Come by on Sunday,
December 2 from 9:30 a.m.
to 1 p.m. to get your
Chanukah needs filled.
The Judaica Shop is also
open during regular Hevreh
office hours during the week,
Monday – Fridays from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
Any questions, please call
Hevreh at (413) 528-6378.
Hevreh of Southern Berkshire
is at 270 State Road, Great
Barrington.

Mah Jongg players can order 2019 Mah Jongg cards
through Berkshire Hills Hadassah, which receives part of the
proceeds for each order placed through them. The cards will be
sent to purchasers directly by the National Mah Jongg League
and cost no more
than if purchased
elsewhere. Standard
cards are $8.00
each and large print
cards are $9.00
each. Deadline is
before the first week
in January. Please
contact Helen Radin
for more information
on ordering cards
for yourself and
even your friends, or
send in your order
and a check payable
to “Berkshire Hills
Hadassah” to Helen
Radin, 139 Mountain
Game tiles, from Mah Jongg: The Art of
Drive, Pittsfield, MA
the Game
01201.

For further information on all Jewish
Federation of the Berkshires programs, please call
Nancy Maurice Rogers, Program Director,
at (413) 442-4360, ext. 15.

As my parents planted for me before I was born, so do I plant for those who come after me. – Talmud
Thank you to these individuals who through their gift to the Legacy Circle will ensure that
the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires thrives long into the future. May your name be a
Blessing, and may the example you set inspire others to create their own Jewish Legacy.

Anonymous (10)
Ed Abrahams
Norman Avnet*
Barbara Bashevkin
Robert Bashevkin
Linda J. L. Becker
Robert Berend
Shelley Berend
Helene Berke
Lawrence Berke

Lee & Sydelle Blatt
Betty Braun*
Cipora Brown
Barbara Cohen
Mark Cohen*
Mimi Cohen
C. Jeffrey & Judith Cook
Gerry & Lynn Denmark
Jonathan & Lara Denmark
Sheila K. Donath
Melva Eidelberg
Monroe England, in memory of
Monroe B. & Isabel England
Dr. Armand V. Feigenbaum*
Dr. Donald S. Feigenbaum*
Steven Feiner
Diana & Stanley Feld
Stuart M. Fischman
Lynn & William Foggle

Elaine Friedman
Eiran Gazit
Jeffrey Goldwasser &
Jonquil Wolfson
Jordan & Laura Green
Harold Grinspoon
Ellen Heffan
Ed Jaffe*
Elihu Katzman
Marilyn Katzman
Dara Kaufman
Howard & Nancy* Kaufman
Lawrence Klein
Sarah Klein
Arthur Kriger*
Fred & Brenda Landes
Beth Laster-Nathan
Andrew S. Levine*
Toby H. Levine

Erna Lindner-Gilbert*
Amy Lindner-Lesser
Helen Maislen*
Ellen Masters
Stuart Masters
Estelle Miller
Robert Newman*
Ken & Fran Rubenstein
Stella Schecter
Arlene D. Schiff
Gary Schiff
Stephen & Deborah Schreier
Martin Silver
Sylvia Silverberg, in memory of
Jerome Silverberg
Richard A. Simons & Marcie
Greenfield Simons
Mark & Elisa Snowise
Harold Sparr*

Lisa Fletcher-Udel
Edward Udel
Michael & Joan Ury
Mark & Judy Usow
Henry* & Beate* Voremberg
Alexandra Warshaw
Florence Wineberg*
Rabbi Deborah Zecher &
Rabbi Dennis Ross
*Of blessed memory
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Chabad Celebrates Chanukah
with a Concert, Celebrations, and
Community Outreach
LENOX – On Sunday,
December 2 at 4 p.m., Chabad
of the Berkshires kicks off a
busy Chanukah calendar of
events with a free concert and
public menorah kindling ceremony at the Gateways Inn, 51
Walker Street.
Israeli American singer
Sandy Shmueli headlines the
concert, after which community leaders will be in attendance as local families assist
in lighting the giant “Menorah
of Freedom” outside the inn.
All are welcome for dancing,
hot potato latkes, chocolate
Chanukah coins, a grand raffle, and games of dreidel.
“Chanukah is a holiday
that enriches our lives with
the light of tradition,” said
Rabbi Levi Volovik, co-director
of Chabad of the Berkshires.
“In ancient times our ancestors rededicated the Temple in
Jerusalem with the Menorah.
On this holiday, we rededicate
ourselves to making this world
a better and brighter place.”
The Sunday program is
co-sponsored by the Jewish
Federation of the Berkshires,
the Harold Grinspoon
Foundation, the WassermannStreit Y’DIYAH Memorial Fund,
and Chabad of the Berkshires.

More Chanukah Fun
with Chabad
Over the course of the holiday, Chabad will bring the
light of Chanukah to locations
across the region.
On Monday, December 3
at 4 p.m., Chabad lights a
menorah at the Lee Chamber
of Commerce, 3 Park Place in
downtown Lee.
On Tuesday, December 4 at
4 p.m., the celebration shifts
to Stop and Shop, 1 Dan Fox
Drive in Pittsfield, for a menorah lighting and celebration
with refreshments.
On Wednesday, December
5 at 12:30 p.m., there will
be a luncheon for women
at the Chabad House, 450
South Street in Pittsfield. Call
Chabad’s co-director Sara
Volovik at (413) 499-9899 or

email at jewishberkshires@
gmail.com for
details.
On Thursday,
December 6,
Chabad sends
volunteers to
assisted living facilities
across Berkshire
County to share
the spirit of the
Festival of Lights. For information on how you can participate, or to provide the name of
someone to be visited, please
call Sara Volovik at (413)
499-9899.
On Friday, December 7 at
4 p.m., Chabad will host a free
Chanukah Shabbat dinner
at Chabad House. Menorah
lighting will be followed by a
Kabbalat Shabbat service, after which dinner for the community will be served. Guest
speakers will be in attendance.
Chabad’s Chanukah

Light Up the Berkshires
with Hevreh

celebration concludes on
Saturday, December 8, with
Shabbat services beginning at
10 a.m., followed by a kiddush
at 12:30 p.m.
“By coming together and
lighting the menorah, which
has eight branches out of one
shaft,” says Rabbi Volovik,
“we want to emphasize the
fundamental unity and goodness that is inherent in the
world. We come together to
light a public menorah to tell
all people that the lesson of
Chanukah is universal.”

Every year, Hevreh of
Southern Berkshire gathers groups together to visit
assisting living facilities in
the area during Chanukah to
light candles, play dreidel, and
sing songs. Last year, Hevreh
visited residents at Kindred
Laurel Lake, Kimball Farms,
Fairview Commons, and several other facilities. “Our goal is
to bring the beauty and light
of Chanukah to those who
may not have the opportunity
to celebrate otherwise,” says
Rabbi Neil P.G. Hirsch.
All are invited to help
Hevreh warm up these cold
winter nights with older friends in our Berkshire

Yachad Chanukah
Celebrates the Holiday
by Giving Back
GREAT BARRINGTON – On
Sunday, December 9 from
10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.,
join Hevreh of Southern
Berkshire in celebrating
the miracle of Chanukah by
giving (and not just getting).
All families with school-aged
children are invited to join
Hevreh’s fifth Annual Yachad
Chanukah celebration.
Participants will start the
day wrapping new children’s
books and creating holiday
gift bags to be delivered to
Volunteers In Medicine for
their clients.
Afterwards shift into party
mode, with Chanukah food
and a sing-along. All are invited to attend.
Hevreh of Southern
Berkshire is at 270 State
Road, Great Barrington.

More Family Fun
Tot Shabbat will take place
on Saturday, December 8 at
9 a.m. Start your Saturday with
joyful Shabbat singing, movement, storytelling, and more!
Rabbi Gordon, Rabbi Hirsch and
student cantor Shani Cohen
(and their special pals, Shluffy
the Sloth and Barak-y Raccoon)
Tiny Talmidim will take
place on Sunday, December
9 at 10:15 a.m. This parent-child program is an interactive time of Jewish learning,
activities, and snacks that
is most appropriate for preschool-aged children or younger who are able to sit through
a story and participate in
activities. Teacher Terri Sash
engages children and families
in hands-on learning that is
joyful, meaningful, and fun!

Lighting up the Berkshires

Israeli
Jewelry

The Mews, by the Red Lion Inn Courtyard
Stockbridge, MA
413-298-4436

Full Rental Depts. at
Pittsfield, N. Adams & Lee

community. A final schedule of visits will appear on
the Hevreh website (www.
hevreh.org ) as the holiday
approaches (Chanukah begins on Sunday, December
2 and continues through
Sunday, December 9). If you
know of a facility that might
like to schedule a visit, or if
you would like to help facilitate a group during the week,
please give Hevreh at call at
(413) 528-6378.
“This small mitzvah during
the holidays can make a huge
difference in the lives of those
who can’t travel to be with
family and friends,” says Rabbi
Hirsch.
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Scholar-in-Residence Program at Hevreh
Hosts David Zinner on the Role of the
Hevra Kadisha in Jewish Life

Berkshire Residents First
Visitors to New Israeli
Architectural Site

GREAT BARRINGTON –
Hevreh of Southern Berkshire
and the South Berkshire
County Community Hevra
Kadisha invite all to join in
learning about Jewish
spiritual approaches from
death through burial with
scholar-in-residence David
Zinner, executive director of
Kavod v’Nichum and founder
of the Gamliel Institute.
Kavod v’Nichum (Honor
and Comfort), is a non-profit
organization that encourages
and assists the organization of
bereavement committees and
hevra kadisha groups (burial societies) in synagogues
and communities. Executive
Director David Zinner’s theme
over this residency will be
“Mavet Tov: Getting Good with
Death.”
Events will take place
from Friday, November 30
through Sunday, December 2.
All events are free of charge,
though some programs require
advance registration, as noted.
Shabbat Services, Friday,
November 30, 6:15 p.m.: “The
Spiritual Uplift of Taharah and
Shmirah”
It’s Shabbat— is talking
about death appropriate?
Maybe, because working
around death can be profound. Really? Why? How?
Explore the non-physical aspects of the mitzvot of caring
for and accompanying the
dead until burial, and perhaps find that elusive Jewish
spirituality.
Saturday, December 1,
11:30 a.m.: “Jacob’s Grief and
Other Lessons from the Texts”
Kiddush & Learn. RSVP
appreciated – call the Hevreh
office at (413) 528-6378. In the
Torah portion being read that
week, Jacob goes into mourning after seeing (false) evidence
of Joseph’s death. His children

Front Row: Sue Weintraub, Arlene Sobol, Hilda Levine, Lisa
Freund, Cipora Brown, Joni Zalasky Back Row: Helene Gordon,
Jay Weintraub, Michael Sobol, Alan Gordon, Jeff Schein, Sid
Freund, Jeff Zalasky, Marty Levine, Steve Feiner

try to comfort him. But this
reference is only a tiny part of
Jewish death and mourning
traditions. Participants look
at other Biblical and Talmudic
sections to get a full understanding of traditional practices, and also explore interpretations of some texts for
their implications for current
funeral, burial,and mourning
practices. Shabbat Morning
Service begins at 10:00 a.m.
Havdalah, Saturday,

David Zinner
December 1: “Taharah Liturgy”
For members of the South
Berkshire County Community
Hevra Kadisha or those interested in joining (time/place
TBD). It is not possible to
study the taharah (preparing
the body for burial) prayers
during the taharah, so studying them outside the taharah
room is essential to really
understand them. Participants
will learn how the prayers
associated with taharah were
codified back in 1626, and
look at how the taharah liturgy
is constructed, as well as its
content. If you are not currently a member of the South
Berkshire County Community
Hevra Kadisha and want to
learn more or attend this

session, please contract Heidi
Katz at katzheidid@gmail.com.
Hevreh’s Religious School
on Sunday, December 2
For students in grades 8-12
and their families: “Jewish
Traditions Around Death,”
from 9 to 10:30 a.m. What
is death? Have you been to
a funeral? What do Jews do
when someone dies? And why?
Participants explore these
topics with lots of time for
questions, and maybe some
answers. Parents encouraged
to attend.
For students grades 5-7
and their families: “How
Young People Can Make Shiva
Meaningful,” from 10:45 a.m.
– noon What is Shiva? Why
do we have Shiva? Can young
people participate? What are
the three most important
things to know about Shiva?
If you are not a Hevreh religious school family but would
like to attend either session,
please email Rabbi Gordon at
jgordon@hevreh.org
Sunday, December 2:
“Taharah—A to Z” at 1 p.m.
For volunteers of the hevra
kadisha, and those considering joining the group, a handson workshop. Participants will
do a demo taharah, simulating
washing, practicing turning
and dressing, and knot tying;
and then delve into the more
complex topics of infection
control, organ and tissue
donation, and other complex
situations.
These events are made possible by the generous sponsorship of South Berkshire
Community Hevra Kadisha,
Birches-Roy Funeral Home,
Finnerty and Stevens Funeral
Home, and Hevreh of Southern
Berkshire.
Hevreh of Southern
Berkshire is at 270 State
Road, Great Barrington.

You may request that the Berkshire Jewish Voice
be mailed to your home. Just email us at
federation@jewishberkshires.org
for information.

GOLAN, ISRAEL – Eight
Berkshire residents were
among a group of 15 people,
all friends from the Naples
(FL) area, who were the first
English-speaking tourists to
visit a new archeological site
in Israel – Ein Keshatot.
Located in the Golan, where
fully one-fourth of ancient
synagogues in Israel have been
unearthed, it is a new national
heritage site that includes a
6th century synagogue and village that were destroyed by an
earthquake in the 8th century.
The site opened just three
days before the group arrived,
Happy Chanukah! A menorah
and Jay Weintraub (co-foundon a carved stone arch at Ein
er of Backyard Bounty of the
Keshatot
Berkshires) says they were
amazed by the beauty of the
synagogue and the surrounding grounds, as well as with the
glass and stone visitors’ center with sweeping vistas of the valley
below.
While the ruins were discovered in the late 19th century, reconstruction efforts only began in 2003. The synagogue was meticulously rebuilt from its original blocks using a digital 3D scan
of the piles of collapsed stones, which helped in the analysis and
understanding of the structure. Arches over the natural spring
site have also been rebuilt, and there are plans to reconstruct at
least some of the houses in the village.
“I recommend that other visitors from the U.S. make sure to
see Ein Keshatot when they’re in Israel,” says Weintraub.
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PITTSBURGH VIGIL, continued from page 1
Rabbi Barbara Cohen of
Congregation Ahavath Sholom and
Hevreh of Southern Berkshire’s Rabbi
Jodie Gordon led memorial prayers
and candle lighting, followed by a
reading of Psalm 23 (“The Lord is my
shepherd…”) in English by Reverend
Joel Huntington of Pittsfield’s South
Congregational Church and by Temple
Anshe Amunim’s Rabbi Liz P.G. Hirsch
expression of its Hebrew verses in song.
Rabbi Rachel Barenblat of
Congregation Beth Israel then led the
gathered in a somber recitation of
Mourner’s Kaddish. Rabbi Neil P.G.
Hirsch of Hevreh delivered a benediction (see page 15) that expressed the
sorrow and resolve of all those gathered
together at this community vigil, which
concluded with a rousing rendition of
“This Little Light of Mine,” performed by
the Williams College Gospel Choir.

Tonight, we have
the opportunity to
let this sacred space
– this sacred gatherIn light, we see. In
ing – to bring us to a
light, we are seen.
deeper place of inspi– Rabbi Jodie Gordon ration and commitment.
– Rabbi David Weiner

Friends, what cannot
fail is the continuing
reaffirmation of our
interdependence as
brothers and sisters of
one human family.
– Imam Sharif Rosen
We are truly
blessed to live in a
place with such
community bonds.
– Dara Kaufman
ALL PHOTOS BY MELISSA BISSELL

The Importance of Community — A Personal Reflection

As soon as I received word that Joyce was among
the victims of the synagogue shooting, my first call (after
those made to my sister, son, and daughter) was to my
rabbi, Rabbi David Weiner of Knesset Israel. His comforting words – just his voice – helped me get through
Saturday evening. I told him I would be joining the Sunday
minyan the next morning, another guidepost for me in
navigating this road of grief. During the service, Joyce’s
name was read on the official news announcement about
those who perished, and I was surrounded by my synagogue family. Later that afternoon, I was encouraged to
attend the Berkshire Interfaith Organizing (BIO) program
where my friend, Ellen Masters, was being honored. Here
again, I was surrounded by a loving community, and

reminded about the wealth of goodness that there is in
this world.

PHOTO: RUTH ELLEN GRUBER VIA JEWISH HERITAGE EUROPE
(HTTP://JEWISH-HERITAGE-EUROPE.EU)

The shooting at Congregation Etz Chaim claimed the
life of Joyce Fienberg, 75, related by marriage to our
Federation’s former development officer Margo Golos,
who here shares her experience in the aftermath of
the tragedy.

I then had to handle the concrete steps...making plane
reservations and organizing my family to underwrite some
shiva meals. I was beginning to feel a bit overwhelmed
when Marnie, Joyce’s daughter-in-law and my cousin,
texted me to share that Jewish Federations had arranged
to provide all the shiva meals for the 11 mourning families. I later received a call asking me to help the Hadassah
Pittsburgh chapters in organizing an eternal yartzeit for
Joyce at Hadassah Hospital in Jerusalem. (Yes, Joyce was a
lifetime member of Hadassah.)
Truly, I have felt myself protected and consoled beneath a canopy of peace – ‘Ufros Aleinu Sukkat Shlomecha’ as we recite in our evening prayers – thanks to my
faith, my family, and my community. Please continue to
be there for each other and continue to believe in the
strength of our community.

A menorah as a stylized Tree of Life in the floor decoration
of the Kazinczy Street synagogue in Budapest, Hungary.
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Change is not going to
happen naturally…
it takes leadership,
commitment, and passion, and it takes each
and every one of us.
– Talia Ben
Sasson-Gordis,
ADL New England

Benediction for Pittsburgh Vigil
Rabbi Neil P.G. Hirsch of Hevreh of Southern Berkshire summed up the spirit of the gathering
with these words, which were followed by the Williams College Gospel Choir’s uplifting rendition of “This Little Light of Mine.”
M’qor Chayienu, O Fountain and Source of Life, we have come together to seek meaning
beyond our limited selves. Having encountered hate, we have come together to seek a spirit
that binds together the scattered threads of our humanity; a thread that binds us together
in compassion, understanding, and love; a thread that weaves the past, present, and future
together, uniting the fragments of our existence into a meaningful whole.

Love always moves a
person to action, and
that’s simply the ongoing treasure within
each of us.

Maybe the wider
public will recognize
– Reverend Sheila that words have
Sholes-Ross consequences – you
cannot vilify and
dehumanize others.
– State Senator
Adam Hinds

We came together from across our county tonight to bear witness to the preciousness
of life, to say even when confronted with communal trauma and grief, that within us lies a
sacred invincibility of spirit, and that that invincibility is a gift that emerges out of community.
It is that invincibility of spirit which binds us to one another.
May we wrap our arms around one another with gratitude, being thankful for our loved
ones, our friends, our community members. May we be grateful for fellowship, which like a
brilliant light radiates beyond these walls, touching the lives of others who are with us in their
tears, their grief, their loss, their pain, their hope, their compassion, their love—the same love
as our own. May those who find themselves grieving for the lost lives from the Tree of Life
Synagogue and elsewhere find comfort and solace in these days. And may we, as one, diverse
community, know that while the whole world may be a narrow bridge, we serve God and one
another best when we are not afraid.
M’qor Chayeinu, Source of Life, continue to bless our days that we may long endure,
thrive, and serve You with joy. May we recognize the light within, within ourselves and within
others, letting it shine shine shine.
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2018 GA, continued from page 1
borders, the relationship between Israelis and Diaspora
Jews is complicated, and can
be challenging. Yet it is in
this space that Israelis and
Diaspora Jews must remain
steadfast in their engagement.
The 2018 GA was the vehicle to make this happen. The
theme this year was “Let’s
Talk.” And that’s exactly what
conference participants did.
They talked. And they listened

The 2018 General Assembly
In moderated small group
discussions and publicly
broadcasted sessions on the
plenary stage, more than
1,500 Israelis and more than
1,500 North Americas addressed issues as complicated
as a seemingly stalled peace
process, how to support Israel
when you don’t agree with her
politics, and how to define

Israel President Reuven Rivlin
home when your home and
your homeland are two different places in time and geography. This year, conference
organizers focused all their
energy, inspiration and real
estate on this critical IsraeliDiaspora conversation.

There were four plenary sessions — one Monday
morning, two on Tuesday, and
a final one on Wednesday —
that celebrated Israel’s 70th
birthday, delivered heartwarming stories of Israelis
resilience and innovation and
featured top Jewish leaders. Plenary speakers included Israeli officials like
Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu, Israel President
Reuven Rivlin, President
of the Jewish Agency for
Israel Bougie Herzog, U.S.
Ambassador to Israel David
Friedman, Marius Nacht and
Danna Azrieli (GA Co-Chairs),
and many others. There were
also major addresses by
JFNA Board of Trustees Chair
Richard Sandler (from Los
Angeles) and JFNA President
and CEO Jerry Silverman.

Pre-Event with Israeli
President Reuven Rivlin

Representing the Berkshires at the GA were Federation’s
Executive Director Dara Kaufman (standing) and C. Jeffrey Cook,
Judith Cook from our board of directors, and Development Officer
Leslie Kozupsky. We’ll have much more on their Israel experiences
in the next issue of the Berkshire Jewish Voice.

The day before the opening
of the GA, a small group of top
Jewish leaders were invited to
the home of Israeli President
Reuven Rivlin to discuss the
Jewish State’s fraying relationship with Diaspora Jewry. Long
time Israeli Knesset member
Nachman Shai moderated

Excerpts from outgoing JFNA chair’s
address to the GA
Richard Sandler is the outgoing chair of the Board of Trustees of JFNA and a past chair of the board
of the Jewish Federation of Greater Los Angeles. A partner in the law firm of Maron and Sandler, he
is also the executive vice president and a trustee of the Milken Family Foundation. What follows are
excerpted remarks from his October 23 address to the GA at Israel’s Knesset.
I have had the opportunity
to study our community and
the important issues that inspire us, concern us and often
divide us and I keep coming
back to the same three questions: Why does Judaism matter? Why does how we treat
one another matter? Why does
Israel matter?
Why does Judaism matter? We all know that we are a
small people, less than 0.2%
of the world’s population with
many adversaries and enemies throughout our history;
and yet, we have survived
against incredible odds, while
making a positive difference
in the world exponentially
disproportionate to our numbers. How could this be? It is
because of a tradition rooted
in the values in our Torah,
which is over 3,000 years old.
Times may change, but these
values do not.

spoke to us at the GA in Los
Angeles last year:
“We are strangers and immigrants to our own tradition; we don’t know Torah or
the Talmud or the poetry and
writing that makes our people
our people. We don’t know

ourselves, our history and
the richness of our tradition.
Our tradition has something
to give the world, but first we
have to know what it is.”

…

We can only understand our tradition and its

Off-Site Event
at the Knesset
Midway through the 3-day
event, GA participants attended a reception and brief
program at the Knesset. The

importance to our lives by
going back to the basics, by
learning the depth, richness,
and complexity of that tradition. We cannot live Jewish
values if we do not understand what they are.
So the first imperative is a
collective communal commitment to studying Torah and
the writings of our tradition
because Judaism does matter.
This commitment must not be
driven by politics or religious
philosophy, but by the earnest
search for true meaning. I
commit to you that I will study
Torah this year and I ask you,

event, hosted by Member
of Knesset Speaker Yuli
Edelstein, brought together
elected officials from Israel
and World Jewish leaders
“to talk.” Members of the
Knesset who addressed the
group included Leader of the
Opposition from the Zionist
Camp Tzipi Livni, Michal
Rozin of the Meretz Party, a
self-proclaimed feminist and
powerful advocate for gender
equality, Nava Boker of the
Likud Party — a former Israeli
journalist who advocates passionately for Israel’s emergency services, and Bezalel
Smotrich of the Jewish Home
party, who lives in the Jewish
settlement of Kedumim.

the leaders of our community,
to do the same.
How fortunate we are to
live in this incredible time
when close to 90% of all Jews
in the world live in freedom,
in democratic countries where
they feel at home, where
they can study their tradition freely and openly. There
has never been a better, or a
more important time for us
to revive Jewish learning, to
rebuild Jewish culture and to
bring the community together around a compelling set of
values.

…

We need to take advantage
of this remarkable time in our
history, by learning our history and our tradition so that
we can determine a future
course in which we strengthen ourselves and our people
according to Torah values. It
is time we learn what made
the Jewish People the Jewish
People.
Which leads me to the
second imperative: No matter where we live; no matter
whether we are Orthodox,
Conservative, Reform or secular Jews; no matter what political or philosophical position
we hold, all of us must end
the divisiveness that exists
between us. We are all here

…

And, it is time for each
of us to revisit the words
of Rabbi David Wolpe, who

a panel discussion with the
President and CEO of UJA/
Jewish Federation of New
York, Eric Goldstein, Jewish
Federation of Cleveland incoming President Erika RudinLuria, and the Ruderman
Foundation’s Shira Ruderman.
At the end of the event, Rivlin
thanked the group and said
he would use the information
offered to construct his speech
at the opening of the GA — the
next day.

Richard Sandler addressing GA participants at Israel’s Knesset

SANDLER, continues on page 17
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Love Graffiti for
Congregation Beth Israel
NORTH ADAMS – On November 2, volunteers spent a Friday
afternoon at the Mount Williams Greenhouses in North Adams
crafting, sign-making, and letter-writing to show members of
Congregation Beth Israel support and hope following the shooting in Pittsburgh. Veronica Bosley organized the event. The “Love
Graffiti” decorations were placed at the synagogue to greet congregants as they arrived at Shabbat services.
Sharing the images on Facebook, Rabbi Rachel Barenblat
wrote: “My shul this morning. I am overcome.”

SANDLER, continued from page 16
at the GA with its theme “let’s
talk” – which also means we
need to listen; and we need
to do so with respect. We are
small people who have enough
enemies outside of our community. We do not need to do
their work for them by being
so divisive.

…

The most repeated prayer
in our tradition, one of the
only two prayers that the
Torah commands us to say
each day is the Shema. Shema
means “hear” or “to listen.”
Like Hillel and Shummai, we
need to study together as we
debate important issues and
listen to different points of
view. We do matter to one another. We’re too small a people
to be like the rest of society where people of different
points of view refuse to listen
to one another...
And, that leads to our third
imperative. Being at home
gives us new security and new
responsibilities. Let’s never
forget that the reason we feel
at home in America is because there is this remarkable
country called Israel. Israel
matters.
Here we are at the seat of
government of the only democracy in the Middle East, a
Jewish homeland that connects us to our tradition.
Our homeland is a small
country the size of New
Jersey, has been in constant
conflict for all of its 70 years.

Today there are countless
thousands of missiles on
Israel’s border aimed at Israeli
citizens, in the hands of terrorists who call for the total
destruction of Israel and the
Jewish people. Those of us in
the Diaspora can’t even begin
to understand or appreciate
the challenges and pressures
the Israeli people endure
daily.
This does not mean that as
committed and caring Jews we
do not have the right to expect
more from Israel. We have that
right. Israel is far from perfect.
And Israel also has a right to
expect more from us. But first,
all of us must listen to one
another to truly appreciate
and understand our different
concerns and the different
lives we lead, yet never forgetting Kol Yisrael Arevim Zeh La
Zeh – all Jews are responsible
for one another. We have many
differences, but so much more
in common.
To my fellow Jews in Israel
I say we are all better off with
thriving Jewish communities
well beyond your borders. No
people on this planet will ever
care as much about a strong
Jewish State as we do.
And to those in the
Diaspora I say never take the
miracle of Israel for granted.
Israel gives us a seat at the
world table – a seat we did not
have in the 1930s. It provides
a shield for all of us we never
had before.

Thank you!
The Jewish Federation of the Berkshires’ board wishes to express
their gratitude for the partnership and support of the many individuals and
organizations who came together to develop and present the Interfaith
Community Vigil on November 1. We especially wish to thank:
The many volunteers who helped with
parking, greeting and ushering

Talia Ben Sasson-Gordis, ADL
New England

Rabbi David Weiner, Knesset Israel

Williams College Gospel Choir: including
Delsa Lopez, Ana Delgado Fernandez,
Shalya Powell, Sean Ninsing,
Alex Quizon, Connor Middleton, and
Joseph Wilson

Rabbi Neil P.G. Hirsch, Hevreh of
Southern Berkshire
Rabbi Jodie Gordon, Hevreh of Southern
Berkshire
Rabbi Liz P.G. Hirsch, Temple Anshe
Amunim

Megan Whilden, Berkshire Community
College, OLLI

Rabbi Barbara Cohen, Ahavath Sholom

Colin Ovitsky, Williams College

Rabbi Rachel Barenblat, Congregation
Beth Israel

Richard Simons, Knesset Israel

Imam Sharif Rosen, Williams College
State Senator Adam G. Hinds
(D - Pittsfield)
Reverend Sheila Sholes-Ross,
First Baptist Church
Berkshire Jewish Musicians Collective:
including Jonathan Denmark,
Alan Gold, Jon Gotterer,
Sherri James Buxton, Colin Ovitsky,
and Rabbi Liz Hirsch
Reverend Joel Huntington, South
Congregational Church

Nan Bookless, BookMarc Creative
Melissa Bissell, Melissa Bissell Photography
Chris Goetz, Knesset Israel
Diana McFarlane, Knesset Israel
Mayor Linda Tyer, City of Pittsfield
Pittsfield Police Department
Berkshire Interfaith Organizing
Pittsfield Area Council of Congregations
Four Freedoms Coalition
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Knesset Israel Hosts Monthly Mussar
Learning Experience
PITTSFIELD – What is
Mussar? The Mussar Institute
home page explains that
“Mussar is a path of contemplative practices and exercises that have evolved over the
past thousand years to help
an individual soul to pinpoint
and then to break through the
barriers that may surround
or obstruct the flow of inner
light in our lives. Mussar is
a treasury of techniques and
understandings that offers immensely valuable guidance for
the journey of our lives.”
Rabbi Pamela Wax will conduct a monthly Mussar
series at Knesset Israel
that will continue through
the summer on the following Sundays from 9:45 to
11:15 a.m.: December 9,
January 6, February 10,
March 10, April 7, May 5,
June 9, July 7, and August 4.
The first session was held in
November, and please contact
Myrna Hammerling, director
of programming and adult education at KI, for registration
information: (413) 445-4872,
ext. 16 or mhammerling@
knessetisrael.org. The series
will cost no more than $136
per person; the price will be
lowered if there are more than
8 students.
Rabbi Pamela Wax
serves as the staff rabbi
and spiritual care coordinator at Westchester Jewish

Community Services, a large
Jewish social service agency
in New York, where she offers
individual pastoral counseling and spiritual direction and
facilitates both spiritual support groups (for issues such
as bereavement, caregiving,
divorce, illness, and estranged
families) and spiritual journeying groups (such as spiritual memoir, meditation, Wise
Aging, and Mussar).
Mussar has been her passion as a student and teacher for the past 18 years. She
leads many Mussar groups
(including one for rabbis and
cantors), travels widely to
teach it, and was the co-author of Pitchei haLevavot, a
weekly Mussar Torah commentary offered through
the Institute for Jewish
Spirituality from 2016 to
2017. She is also the author of
two curricula on Mussar (one
for teens and one for adults)
through the Chai Mitzvah education project, and is working on several other Mussarrelated manuscripts, as well.
Rabbi Wax was the rabbi
of Congregation Beth Israel
in North Adams from 1996
to 2000, and the assistant
director of the Department
of Adult Jewish Learning
at the Union of American
Hebrew Congregations (now
the URJ, 2000-2003). She is
a former global justice fellow

Rabbi Pamela Wax
for the American Jewish
World Service and a graduate of the first rabbinic cohort
of the Institute for Jewish
Spirituality. Pam lives both in
Bronx, NY and North Adams
with her husband. Chaim
Bronstein.
Says Myrna: “If you are
interested in working on your
inner pathways in a Mussar
context, please contact me.
Between the monthly sessions
there will also be contact between yourself and a ‘chavruta’
partner, (your learning ‘buddy’), between you and your
inner self through journaling,
and, of course, between you
and the authors whose articles
may be the basis of a particular month’s focus. Rabbi Wax
will also be available online or
via telephone when you need
her guidance.”

Nurturing wonder.
Building skills.

2-year olds through Grade 9

SCHEDULE A VISIT TO LEARN MORE
413-637-0755
berkshirecountryday.org

Israel @ 70 – Curriculum
by Dr. Rachel Korazim,
Facilitated by Rabbi
David Weiner
PITTSFIELD – Rabbi David
Weiner of Knesset Israel continues his series of classes
about Israel at 70 with two
sessions about the Jewish
State during its fifth decade of
existence. The sessions, which
will follow a lesson plan created by Israeli scholar Rachel
Korazim, will be:
The Fifth Decade –
Immigration on Tuesday,
November 27, 7:30 p.m.
Israel’s fifth decade, beginning
in 1988, included two massive
aliyot, one from the Former
Soviet Union and one from
Ethiopia. Participants will
read prose and poetry testimonials by olim looking back
on their experience in all its
complexity.
The Fifth Decade –
Intifada, Oslo, Assassination
on Tuesday, December 4,
7:30 p.m. This class will use
literature to trace a variety of
Israeli responses to the intifada, and then turn to societal
fissures exposed by the Oslo
process and the assassination of Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin.
Classes will be at Knesset
Israel, 16 Colt Road.
“Our study of the reverberations and meaning of
historical events continues in
all its intensity,” says Rabbi
Weiner. “As we get closer to the
present day, more of us have
strong memories of the events
that we are studying and of

Rabbi David Weiner
our own responses to them.
“Nevertheless, studying
material that speaks from
many perspectives will challenge us to listen to voices with which we might not
agree. Our reading and conversation will help us deepen our understanding of the
‘Israel of the living room.’ We
are not looking for one authoritative interpretation of each
event; rather we will be looking at literary snapshots from
the family album capturing a
variety of perspectives.”
Contact Myrna
Hammerling, director of programming and adult education
at KI, for information: (413)
445-4872, ext. 16 or mhammerling@knessetisrael.org.
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Oldest-ever inscription of
‘Jerusalem’ found on pillar
“My heart started to pound, and I was sure
everyone could hear it. My hands were trembling so
badly I couldn’t properly take a picture,” said Israel
Antiquities Authority archaeologist Danit Levi.
JERUSALEM (JNS) – A pillar from the Second Temple
period bearing a three-line
inscription was unveiled at the
Israel Museum in October, the
earliest stone inscription of the
full modern Hebrew spelling of
“Jerusalem.”
“Hananiah son of Dodalos
of Yerushalayim [the way the
ancient Jewish city is written
in Hebrew today]” was discovered during a salvage excavation earlier this year of a large
Hasmonean Period Jewish
artisans’ village near what is
today’s western entrance to
the city.
In an interview with The

Times of Israel, Israel
Antiquities Authority archaeologist Danit Levi said when her
team alerted her to the find,
she could not believe that the
word “Yerushalayim” could be
on an ancient pillar, and that it
must be graffiti.
When she saw the expertly chiseled Hebrew lettering
in the 31.5-inch tall column,
she dusted it off and began to
read.
“My heart started to pound,
and I was sure everyone could
hear it. My hands were trembling so badly I couldn’t properly take a picture,” she said.
Levi believes the column

and inscription date back to
100 BCE, and belonged to or
was built with money from
Hananiah son of Dodalos—
Dodalos being a nickname
used at the time to refer to artists, based on the Greek myth
of Daedalus.
Levi said the column was
located in a Jewish village, but
that it was found in a ceramic
construction workshop used
by the Tenth Roman Legion—
the army that would eventually

destroy Jerusalem and exile
the Jews—evidently being reused in a plastered wall.
There is a disagreement
among experts as to whether
the word “Yerushalayim” was
etched in Aramaic or Hebrew.
While bar is the Aramaic word
for “son,” the Aramaic pronunciation of Jerusalem was
“Yerushalem,” whereas the
word in the inscription was
written “Yerushalayim,” just
like in Hebrew.

The artisan village was
located near a natural source
for clay, water and fuel, along
a main arter leading to the
Temple, which, as noted by
IAA’s Jerusalem Regional
Archaeologist Dr. Yuval
Baruch at the event, is still in
use today as a roadway to the
Old City.
The artisan village is situated on a massive 200-acre plot,
likely in order to accommodate
the needs of hundreds of thousands of pilgrims who would
ascend to the Temple three
times a year during festivals,
as well as the 50,000 residents
of the city at the time.
The column is currently on
display at the Israel Museum
in the Second Temple period
exhibit.
Though this is the first
inscription of its kind in
stone, but the full spelling
of Jerusalem has been seen
before, including on the Dead
Sea Scrolls, which were written
as early as 400 BCE.

Mass Prayer in Jerusalem Marks
National Day for Ethiopian Jews
JERUSALEM (JTA) — On a
national holiday for Ethiopian
Jews, before a crowd of tens
of thousands, the president of
Israel vowed that the citizens
of his country will not discriminate on the basis of skin color.
“We are brothers and sisters, and anyone who tries
to undermine that has no
place amongst the tribes of
Israel,” Reuven Rivlin said in
his address on November 7
to mark Sigd, a state holiday
since 2008 that marks the
Ethiopians’ yearning to return
to Jerusalem and Zion.
Ethiopian Jews living in
Israel and their supporters
gathered for a mass prayer at
Sherover Promenade in the
Armon Hanatziv neighborhood
of Jerusalem to mark the holiday. The promenade offers a
wide view of the Temple Mount,
and was designated by the
Ethiopian community as the
central meeting place for the
holiday when the first immigrants began to arrive in Israel.
“’Jeena, Jeena, Ierusalem,’

‘Longing, Longing for
Jerusalem’ – this is what
we sing to Jerusalem in the
prayers of the festival,” Rivlin
said. “And those prayers: those
ancient, wonderful prayers
that you kept hold of and held
dear to you and learned by
heart and taught your children
and passed down the generations. They are prayers of
wonder and expectation all the
way to Jerusalem.
“You brought a spirit of
heroism and nobility that was
sorely tested on the difficult
journey you undertook, and
over the long years of expectation and yearning. And you
brought with you an ancient
and passionate love for Zion, a
love without bounds,” he said.
The holiday had been first
observed in Ethiopia, where
the Jews led by their elders
went to the mountains 50
days after Yom Kippur for
prayer and fasting. A festive
meal and singing and dancing
to celebrate Jerusalem followed the fast.

Rivlin, the first Israeli
president to visit Ethiopia,
assured the crowd that Israel
was working to secure the
release of Avera Mengistu, the
Ethiopian Israeli being held by
Hamas in Gaza.
On Monday, Rivlin and
Justice Minister Ayelet Shaked
issued a special appeal to the
Ethiopian-Israeli community
to submit requests for pardons
for public order offenses in
honor of Sigd. They noted that
a government report adopted two years ago described
discrimination against the
Ethiopian-Israeli community
in various fields including law
enforcement, health, education and employment. The
report found that criminal
investigations were opened
and charges were brought
against Ethiopian Israelis at a
significantly higher rate than
their representation in the
population.
The call for pardon requests
was made “Out of a desire to
complete a process of healing

Israeli President Reuven Rivlin greets the Ethiopian elders at the
Sigd celebration in Jerusalem on November 7, 2018.
and closing gaps, as well as to
strengthen the trust between
the Ethiopian-Israeli community and law enforcement and
justice authorities, in honor of
the Sigd holiday,” the statement said. “The requests will
be considered positively, out of
a belief in the significant contribution made by these young
people to Israeli society as a
whole.”
There are some 135,000
Ethiopian Jews living in Israel.
Some 8,000 Falash Mura,
who claim Jewish descent,

remain in Ethiopia awaiting
permission to immigrate to
Israel, most of whom have
some family members in
Israel. In October, Israel’s
Cabinet approved a plan to
bring some 1,000 of the Falash
Mura who have children living
in Israel to the country.
The 2019 state budget,
which was approved by the
Knesset in March, does not include funds for Ethiopian immigration, including the longterm costs of acclimating the
immigrants.

Enjoy KoshEr & MEvushal WinEs
Special Selections include...

notte italiano Prosecco, Italy
Gran sarao Cava Brut, Spain
Gabriele Pinot Grigio, Italy
Guillermo de Mendoza Malbec, Argentina
Barkan Classic Merlot,
Cabernet & Pinot noir, Israel

Tishbi sauvignon Blanc
& reserve Cabernet, Israel
Golan Cabernet sauvignon, Galilee
o’Dwyers Creek sauvignon Blanc, New Zealand
recanati Chardonnay & Cabernet, Galilee

spirited-wines.com

Ever wanted to try yoga?

(413) 528-9700

FIRST CLASS FREE! Beginners Welcome.
• Mat Yoga: Wed 5:30-6:30pm Fri 9am-10am
Drop-ins welcome • mats provided

✓COMPETITIVE PRICING
❑
✓
❑ PROMPT SERVICE
✓FIVE-YEAR WARRANTY
❑

Radon Testing
and Mitigation
NEHA & NRSB CERTIFIED

• Chair Yoga: Thurs 11:30am-12:30pm
• Private instruction in your home
Universalist Unitarian Church
175 Wendell Ave, Pittsfield
Vickie Bandoski
413-358-0199 • vbando@msn.com

Jim Nejaime, Wine Merchant

444 Pittsfield Road, Lenox, MA 01240
413.448.2274
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BERKSHIRE JEWISH CONGREGATIONS & ORGANIZATIONS
Berkshire Minyan

Welcome to the
Jewish Berkshires

Lay-led egalitarian minyan

Congregation Ahavath Sholom
Reconstructionist
North St., Great Barrington, MA
(413) 528-4197, ahavathsholom.com

Everyone is welcome to attend
services and events at any of the
organizations listed here.

held at Hevreh of Southern
Berkshire, 270 State Rd.,
Great Barrington, MA
(413) 229-3618, berkshireminyan.org

Please call the organizations
directly to confirm service times
or to inquire about membership.

Berkshire Hills Hadassah
P.O. Box 187, Pittsfield, MA
(413) 443-4386,
Berkshirehillshadassah@gmail.com

53 Lois St., North Adams, MA
(413) 663-5830, cbiweb.org

B’nai B’rith Lodge, No. 326

270 State Rd., Great Barrington, MA
(413) 528-6378, hevreh.org

Learn more about our Jewish
community and find great
events on the community
calendar at:
JEWISHBERKSHIRES.ORG
________________________

Chabad of the Berkshires
450 South St., Pittsfield, MA
(413) 499-9899,
jewishberkshires.com

Congregation Beth Israel
Reform

Jewish War Veterans
Commander Robert Waldheim
(413) 822-4546, sellit4@aol.com
Knesset Israel
Conservative

Hevreh of Southern Berkshire
Reform

Israel Philatelist Society
c/o Dr. Ed Helitzer,
(413) 447-7622

Jewish Federation of the Berkshires
196 South St., Pittsfield, MA
(413) 442-4360, jewishberkshires.org

16 Colt Rd., Pittsfield, MA
(413) 445-4872, knessetisrael.org
Temple Anshe Amunim
Reform

26 Broad St., Pittsfield, MA
(413) 442-5910, ansheamunim.org

MAZEL TOV
Mazel Tov to…
Ellen Masters on receiving the Berkshire Interfaith
Organizing’s MICAH (Members
in Community Action Honoree)
Award in recognition of her
tireless volunteer work on behalf of the Berkshire community. The award was presented
in Dalton on October 28.
c
C. Jeffrey Cook of the law
firm Cohen Kinne Valicenti &
Cook LLP on being recognized

as an “Overall Changemaker”
by Berkshire Family YMCA,
part of the organization’s inaugural Changing Lives After 55
awards, celebrating community achievers over 55 identified
as demonstrating a commitment to the Y’s core values.
c
Criminal defense attorney
Leonard Cohen, one of the
founding partners of the law
firm Cohen Kinne Valicenti

& Cook LLP, for being recognized in The Best Lawyers in
America 2019, a list based
on a peer-review evaluation
process.
c
Janie and Larry Pellish on
the marriage of their daughter,
Debra, to Michael Schrieber.
c
Sharon Wiles on the birth
of granddaughter Ziva Lydia
Anderson – proud parents are

Natasha Bates Anderson and
Ryan Anderson.
c
Mason Rosenthal, who became a big brother to Gabriel
Rosenthal. Parents are Allison
and Michael.
c
Josh Billings Triathlon
members-of-the-tribe-athletes
Richie Simons, Fred Landes,
Jeff Siegel, Jonathan
Denmark, Jesse Cook Dubin,

in

Yiddish Book Center
The World’s First Yiddish Museum
exhibits • events • tours • & more

Heidi Ferrin, Stephanie
Ilberg-Lamm, Jenny Gitlitz,
and Lara Denmark.
c
Ira Lieberman on the publication of his latest book, In
Good Times Prepare for Crisis.
c
Barbara (Kronick)
Greenfeld on her special
birthday, December 16.

aga

Being selected means a lot to us.

on exhibit through March 2019:
The Lost Synagogues of Europe

A collection of early
twentieth-century
postcards on Jewish
themes, many of them
depicting synagogues
in Eastern Europe that
were destroyed during
World War II.

But it means even more to you.

M

aking this list is no small feat, and we’re
humbled to be honored—yet again—as one of the
industry’s elite advisors.

The editors of the Financial Times evaluate a variety of
factors, from advanced industry credentials to reliability
and experience managing assets to investment skills and
positive compliance records.
Have a conversation with Gary Schiff, Managing Director,
and discover the qualities which contributed to our
inclusion in the 2018 Financial Times FT300.

For more information and a full schedule of events:
yiddishbookcenter.org
103 West Park Street
Lee, MA 01238
(413) 243-4331
Museum and Visitors Center Open
Sunday - Friday, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
1021 West Street
Amherst, Massachusetts
413-256-4900
yiddishbookcenter.org

www.octobermountainfa.com
October Mountain Financial Advisors operates as
St. Germain Investment Management in the Berkshires.
Member SEC, FINRA SiPC
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To Brighten the Festival of Lights
79¢

3/$

Rokeach
Chanuka
Candles

Manischewitz
Gelt Coins

with

AdvantEdge Card

with

3

with

AdvantEdge Card

3.5 oz.•Bittersweet or
Milk Chocolate
Where Available

6

with

Breakstone’s
Whipped
Butter

with

Farmers
Horseradish
8.5 oz.
Red or White

3

AdvantEdge Card

2/$

799

with

AdvantEdge Card

with

AdvantEdge Card

10.6 oz.•Select Varieties or
Cheese Blintzes 6 Pack•13 oz.
All Varieties

16 oz.
Beef For Stew $8.99

5

299

AdvantEdge Card

with

2 Lb. Frozen Chicken
Breasts $12.99

with

349

AdvantEdge Card

Manischewitz Broth

32 oz.•Select Varieties or
Lipton Kosher Recipe
Secrets Soup Mixes
1.9-4.09 oz.
Select Varieties
Where Available

Manischewitz
Gefilte Fish
20 oz.•Frozen
Loaf or Sliced
Where Available

6

2/$ AdvantEdge Retail
00 Coupon Savings

4

2/$ AdvantEdge Retail
00 Coupon Savings

-1
2/$

-1
2/$

_______________________________

_______________________________

Below

Kedem
Sparkling Grape Juice

with

Save $1

On Any 2
Kedem
Sparkling Grape Juice
25.4 oz.

Void if sold or transferred. Consumer pays CRV and sales tax.
Misuse constitutes fraud. Retailer: We will reimburse the face value
plus $.08 handling provided you comply with our coupon redemption
policy, available upon request. Submission of coupons signifies
compliance. Send to: KAYCO Foods, PO Box 407 MPS, Dept 989,
Cinnaminson, NJ 08077 MAY NOT BE DOUBLED OR TRIPLED

AdvantEdge Card & Coupon

lb.

13

99 lb.

COUPON
Expires 12/15/2018

Osem Chicken Consomme
14.1 oz.

GET 1

Osem Toasted Couscous

Meal Mart
1st Cut Brisket

8.8 oz. ($2.69 Value)
Below

Manischewitz
Potato Pancake Mix

25.4 oz.
All Varieties

MANUFACTURER’S COUPON • EXPIRES 12/15/2018

3

12 oz.•Select Varieties or
Bow Ties 7 oz.
Where Available

Empire Kosher
Fresh Turkey

BUY 1

6 oz.

MANUFACTURER’S COUPON • EXPIRES 12/15/2018

Save $1
On Any 2
Manischewitz
Potato Pancake Mix
6 oz.

RETAILER: We will reimburse you for the face value of this coupon plus 8¢ handling, provided you
and the consumer have complied with the offer terms. Coupons not properly redeemed will be void
and held. Reproductions of this coupon is expressly prohibited (ANY OTHER USE CONSTITUTES
FRAUD). Mail to: The Manischewitz Company, CMS Dept. #72700, 1 Fawcett Drive, Del Rio, TX
78840. Cash value .001¢. Void where taxed or restricted. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PRODUCT
PURCHASED. ©2018 The Manischewitz Company MAY NOT BE DOUBLED OR TRIPLED

AdvantEdge Card

Manischewitz
Egg Noodles

79

AdvantEdge Card

5

4/$

lb.

Empire Kosher
Roasting Chicken

1

6

AdvantEdge Card

Golden
Gourmet Pancakes

Meal Mart
Ground Beef

9.6 oz.
All Varieties

599

AdvantEdge Card & Coupon

Meal Mart
Stuffed Cabbage

39 oz.
33 oz. Meatballs in Marinara
Sauce $11.99

Manischewitz
Tam Tams
Crackers

with AdvantEdge Card

1299

Frozen
Organic Whole Turkey $3.49 Lb.

with

2/$

1

with

AdvantEdge Card

1-2.5 oz.•Select Varieties or
Kedem Tea Biscuits 4.2 oz.
Where Available

69

5

4

Osem Bamba or
Bissli Snack

8 oz. Tub
Unsalted or Salted

Empire Kosher
Whole Turkey

4 oz.

4/$

AdvantEdge Card

AdvantEdge Card

PICS
Smoked Salmon

24 oz. or 23-24 oz. Jar
All Varieties

2/$

with

with

PICS
Apple Sauce
6 Pack

Elite
Chocolate Bar

with

5

2/$

2/$

2

49 lb.

99

.53 oz.
Milk or Dark Chocolate
Where Available

44 Ct.
Where Available

with

1

AdvantEdge Card

FREE

Limit 1 Price Chopper coupon per customer, per offer, per day; may be combined
with one manufacturer coupon per product purchased, unless prohibited. Void if
copied or altered. Not valid on Instacart delivery or pickup orders. Offer effective
Sunday, November 11 thru Saturday, December 15, 2018 in our Price Chopper,
Market Bistro and Market 32 stores.

Kosher

CLU#
1693

BUY 1

COUPON
Expires 12/15/2018

Osem Mini Mandel
14.1 oz. Canister

GET 1

Osem Bamba Snack
1 oz. ($1.34 Value)

FREE

Limit 1 Price Chopper coupon per customer, per offer, per day; may be combined
with one manufacturer coupon per product purchased, unless prohibited. Void if
copied or altered. Not valid on Instacart delivery or pickup orders. Offer effective
Sunday, November 11 thru Saturday, December 15, 2018 in our Price Chopper,
Market Bistro and Market 32 stores.

3 Lb.
Bag

2

99

with

AdvantEdge Card

New York State
Apples
U.S. #1

CLU#
1694

Offers effective Sunday, November 11 thru Saturday, December 15, 2018 in all Price Chopper, Market Bistro and Market 32 stores located in CT, MA, NH, NY, PA & VT. Not all items are available in all stores.
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Strings Attached
by Avi Dresner
With Thanksgiving, Chanukah,
winter, and the secular New Year fast
approaching, I find myself hearkening
back to the Jewish New Year, and to
the summer that preceded it.
Those of you who read my last
column will recall that it was about
Jewish summer camp in general, and
our seven-year-old son Lev’s first
two‑week sleepaway experience at
Eisner in particular. As I mentioned in
that column, Natasha and I received
generous Federation support to send
him, and additional support to send
him and his five-year-old brother
Sasha to Eisner Day Camp thereafter.
We also got a major assist from the
Harold Grinspoon Foundation, as well
as help from our synagogue, Hevreh.
Those two latter grants, however, were
no strings attached, while Federation’s
came with a string – five hours of volunteer work to benefit our local Jewish
community.
Now, most often, when we say that
something comes with strings attached, we mean it in a negative way.
This string, however, struck me as
something powerfully positive and, in
visualizing it, I was reminded of the
blue fringe, the thread of t’chelet, woven into the four corners of the tallit.
As with so much else in Judaism, there
are multiple interpretations of the purpose and the origin of the tallit in general and the blue thread in particular,
but I would like to share one that most
speaks to me.
The origins of the tallit can be
traced back to the priestly vestments
worn by the kohanim in the ancient
Temple. The fringes on it, as the
Shema tells us, are to remind us of
God’s commandments and, as for why
the blue thread, the best answer I have
found appears in Tractate Menachot

43b of the Babylonian Talmud. There,
Rav Meir says “It is because t’chelet is
similar in its color to the sea, and the
sea is similar to the sky, and the sky is
similar to the Throne of Glory as it is
stated: ‘and they saw the God of Israel,
and there was under His feet the like of
the paved work of sapphire stone, and
the like of the very heaven for clearness.’ Exodus 24:10.”
Bolstering this specific connection
between the t’chelet and the sea is a
theory that the dye for it came from
a sea creature in the Mediterranean
known in Hebrew as the chilazon.
There is debate as to whether the
chilazon was a cuttlefish, a sea snail,
a squid, or something else entirely,
but there seems to be no doubt that
it was something that lived in the
sea. In thinking about this further

connection between the t’chelet and
the sea – which, according to Genesis,
already seems to have existed even
before creation itself formally began – I
was reminded of a family vacation to
Narragansett that we took the summer
before last.
On that vacation, in the heat of
late August, we found ourselves on a
whale watching cruise about to shove
off from the dock in Point Judith. Right
before the boat left, an older Chasidic
couple appeared on the crowded top
deck, where Natasha, Lev, Sasha, and
I were scrunched next to each other
on a bench near the railing. As there
were no other seats available, the couple found a spot standing against the
metal bulkhead beneath the bridge. I
exchanged a few words with Natasha
in Russian, we each took a boy on our
lap, and I motioned for the couple to
come over, which they did.
The husband thanked me in heavily
Yiddish accented English, and I said to
him in Hebrew (Aramaic, technically)
“kol Yisrael arevim zeh ba’zeh, which
basically means “each Jew is responsible for every Jew.” Upon hearing this,
the Chasid smiled broadly, elbowed
his wife and, jerking his thumb in
my direction, said to her in Yiddish
“a Yiddishe mensch” – i.e. “a Jewish
man.” He then said to me in English
that I was teaching my sons a very
important lesson, derech eretz, which
literally means “the way of the land”,
but is used to mean “right behavior”,
just as mensch literally means “man,”
but is used to mean a “good person.”
And it is this thread that pulls me back
to Rosh Hashanah this past year and
the attached volunteer string.
In a future column, I will write
about the Mensch Visits that Hevreh’s
5th and 7th grade religious school

students make every month to a local
assisted living facility, a program that
was inspired, I might add, by Eisner
Day Camp’s Mensch on a Mission
initiative. This past Rosh Hashanah,
however, Natasha, the boys and I were
at another local assisted living facility
delivering Federation’s Rosh Hashanah
packages to the Jewish residents as
part of fulfilling our volunteer quota.
Inside the paper bags were holiday
staples like small round challot, apple
sauce, honey and hand-made New
Year’s cards, made by local religious
school children. We spent three of our
required five volunteer hours making
the rounds, delivering the packages
to about 20 Jewish residents, wishing
them a shanah tovah and schmoozing.
Incredibly, the boys didn’t seem bored
by all of this. On the contrary, they
actually seemed to enjoy it, and the
senior residents did for sure.
Of all our positive interactions that
day, the one that sticks out the most
was with a woman who was so small
and frail that she and Lev – who, while
tall for his age, is still only seven –
were literally eye to eye. The look on
her face seeing him and Sasha was,
for lack of an appropriate Jewish term,
beatific. It was the type of pure unselfconscious joy that one typically only
sees in small children. If felt like we
not only made her day, her week or
her month; it was like we had made
her year, and it happened because
Federation “made” us do it.
So, in the spirit of Thanksgiving,
thank you again not only for the scholarship but, more importantly, for the
opportunity to serve our local Jewish
community. In the spirit of Chanukah,
thank you for being the shammash
that lights other candles and for making each of us a shammash for others.
And, finally, in the spirit of the secular
New Year, as we all know, New Year’s is
a time for resolutions and, as we also
know, the overwhelming majority of us
will not keep them, in spite of our best
intentions.
To increase our chances of doing
right by ourselves and right by the
world – whether tied around a finger
or through a tallis – there are worse
things than having a string attached
to remind us to do the right thing for
ourselves by doing for others. My family and I wish you and yours a Happy
Thanksgiving, a Chanukah of Light
and a Happy, Healthy New Year!
Avi Dresner is a freelance journalist and
author, and co-chair of the Berkshires
Jewish Festival of Books. He is currently
working on a documentary with his
sister, Tamar, about their Freedom Riding
father, Rabbi Israel Dresner, and his
exploits with Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
during the Civil Rights Movement.
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Traveling with Jewish Taste
Around the World in Eight Days
By Carol Goodman Kaufman
No, we’re not going to travel the globe in a
hot air balloon for even eight days, much less
eighty but, come this Hanukkah, we can do the
culinary equivalent. As delicious as hot and
crispy, oniony potato latkes are, why should
we confine ourselves to the same-old-same-old,
when there are so many other ways to partake
of the gustatory traditions of the holiday?
So, grab your apron and let’s plan a menu
for the eight nights of Hanukkah.
Night #1: Pollo Fritto per Chanuka. We’ll
start our holiday with fried chicken. Ubiquitous
throughout Italy on the holiday, this is not
your typical KFC variety that requires soaking
in milk before breading. No, this kosher dish calls for a marinade of oil, lemon,
nutmeg, and garlic before a dredging in flour and egg before frying. Crispy and
tender, just as chicken should be. Add a salad and hot veggie to balance out your
food pyramid, if not your guilt.
Night #2: Pescado Frito. While most people probably think of newspaperwrapped fish and chips as a London street food, this traditional fried fish was
eaten as early as ancient Rome. Our Sephardic ancestors along Spain’s southern
coast first introduced the dish back in the 16th century, and its popularity spread
through the Mediterranean. The recipe is quite simple. Take a nice piece of white
fish, such as cod, dredge it in flour and deep fry in hot oil. Salt and a squeeze of
fresh lemon are the only other ingredients. What could be easier?
Night #3: Kubbeh. There are almost as many different recipes as there are
pronunciations of this dish, but for me, kubbeh (aka kibbie, kibbeh, kubbi) is the
one I like in honor of the torpedo-shaped delights I devoured at the home of my
Israeli friend, whose Iraq-born mother prepared them by the score. Kubbeh are
dumplings made with semolina and bulgur wheat, stuffed with ground lamb or
beef, and flavored with herbs and spices before frying. Most Israeli restaurants
that offer kubbeh serve them as dumplings in soup, but they are just as good on
their own.
Because the preparation is quite labor intensive, it is common to prepare huge
batches and freeze some. However, if you don’t have the desire to spend hours in
the kitchen, simply ask a New Jersey friend to bring you a container from Ima in
Teaneck, an offshoot of the eponymous restaurant in Jerusalem.
Night #4: Keftes de Prasa. Leek fritters are popular among the Sephardic Jews of
Greece, Turkey and Bulgaria, and because they are fried, they are traditionally served
at Hanukkah. The late food historian Gil Marks writes that leek or spinach keftes
are also served on both Rosh Hashanah and Passover. Why leeks specifically at Rosh
Hashanah? The Hebrew word for leek in is related to the word kareyt, which means
“to cut.” Thus, many Sephardic Jews place leeks on the table with the prayer that
those who wish to hurt them in the coming year will instead be cut down.
Night #5: Crochette de Patate Alla Siciliana. Sicilian Potato Croquettes are a
popular Italian street food made with mashed potatoes. Crispy on the outside,
soft and creamy inside, these little joys remind me of rice-based arancini, also a
very common street food in Sicily. But you don’t have eat them on the run. Serve
them as an appetizer or with a nice salad. The key is to use a high-starch potato
such as Russet or Yukon Gold rather than a waxy white or red potato in order to
achieve maximum fluffiness.
Night #6: Skaltsounia. These small stuffed pies are usually served as a dessert, drizzled in honey, but Greek Jews enjoy a savory version similar to Israeli
bourekas, stuffed with spinach and cheese.
These treats aren’t fried, so why am I including them on the Hanukkah menu?
If you’ll recall, in the biblical sorry of Judith, our heroic ancestor saved her village
from assault by Assyrian troops by seducing their General Holofernes. She fed
him salty cheese and when he became thirsty, she plied him with wine. When he
fell asleep, she took his sword and lopped off his head. When the troops saw what
had happened, they fled, leaving the village in peace. So, at Hanukkah, it became
customary to consume dairy foods in honor of her bravery.
Night #7: Potato latkes. Okay, so I had to include the iconic Ashkenazic
Hanukkah dish. As long as we have latkes in the house, Joel is happy. In fact, he
listed the ways he would consume his on each and every one of the eight nights
of the holiday: with applesauce, with sour cream, with both applesauce and sour
cream … you get the picture. As for me, I’m a no-frills kind of girl. Just give me a
saltshaker and I’ll be happy with super crisp outsides, soft interiors.
Night #8: How about a dessert buffet? While we have all become familiar with
the Israeli national Hanukkah jelly doughnuts called sufganiyot, the Jewish diaspora offers a plethora of fried dough recipes. There are Italian fritelle de Chanuka,
diamond-shaped fritters flavored with anise seeds and raisins; Moroccan sfenj,
orange doughnut rings; and cinnamon and sugar sprinkled Cuban bimuelos,

• Pescado Frito •
• Keftes de Prasa •
• Pollo Fritto •
• Kubbeh •

Crochette de Patate Alla Siciliana
Adapted from Joyce Goldstein’s Sephardic Flavours, Jewish Cooking
of the Mediterranean
Makes about 15 croquettes

Ingredients
2 pounds Russet or Yukon Gold potatoes, peeled and quartered
2 whole eggs, plus 2 egg yolks
3/4 cup grated Parmesan cheese
1/4 cup chopped fresh chives
1/4 cup chopped fresh flat-leaf
parsley

Salt and freshly ground black pepper
Freshly grated nutmeg or ground
mace
1/2 cup all-purpose flour, or as
needed
1 cup cornflake crumbs, or as
needed
Vegetable oil for deep-frying

Directions
Place the potatoes in a saucepan with salted water to cover.
Bring to a boil and cook until tender, about 20 minutes.
Drain and pass the warm potatoes through a ricer placed over a bowl, or
mash well with a hand masher.
Add the whole eggs, egg yolks, cheese, chives, and parsley to the potatoes
and mix well. Season well with salt, pepper, and nutmeg or mace, again mixing well.
Cover and chill for about 1 hour to make the mixture easier to shape.
Spread the flour on a plate, then spread some of the cornflake crumbs on
a second plate. To make the croquettes, scoop up some potato mixture and
form into a 2-inch-long oval, or into a round if you prefer.
Dip the croquette first into the flour, coating evenly, and then into the
crumbs, again coating evenly.
Place on a rack or on a baking sheet lined with parchment paper.
Repeat until all the potato mixture is used. Refrigerate the croquettes until
you are ready to fry them. (Goldstein says that they will hold together better
if they are cold.)
To cook, pour the oil to a depth of 3 inches into a deep saucepan or wok and
heat to 375°F.
When the oil is hot, add the croquettes to the hot oil, a few at a time, and fry
until golden, about 5 minutes.
Using a slotted spoon or tongs, transfer to paper towels to drain.
Keep warm in a low oven for no more than 10 to 15 minutes.
Repeat until all croquettes are cooked, then serve piping hot.

fritters. Then there are Greek loukoumades, fried puffs with an olive-oil based
dough; Egyptian zalabia, fried dough balls bathed in orange blossom or rose water syrup; and Persian funnel cake called zoulabia.
Of course, you could always just grab a handful of gold foil-wrapped chocolate coins.
Carol Goodman Kaufman is a psychologist and author with a passion for travel
and food. She is currently at work on a food history/cookbook, tracing the paths
that some of our favorite foods have taken from their origins to appear on dinner
plates and in cultural rites and artifacts around the world. She invites readers to
read her blog at carolgoodmankaufman.com and to follow her on
Twitter @goodmankaufman.

• Sufganiyot •

• Potato latkes •
• Crochette de Patate
• Fritelle de
Alla Siciliana • • Skaltsounia •
Chanuka •
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OBITUARIES
Rabbi Harold I. Salzmann,
96, dedicated his life to
building his Reform Jewish community in Pittsfield
LENOX – Rabbi Harold I.
Salzmann, 96, died peacefully on Tuesday, September 25
at Mt. Carmel Care Center in
Lenox.
Born in Cleveland, OH
in 1922, Rabbi was the son
of Bernard Leopold and Rae
(nee Busch) Salzmann. The
son and grandson of traditional rabbis trained in
the religious schools of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire
(today’s Slovakia), as a youth
he received a very thorough
training in Biblical Hebrew
and Talmud-Torah studies. Eager to explore newer
avenues in Jewish thought,
Rabbi Salzmann pursued
his rabbinical studies in
the Reform Movement at
the Hebrew Union College
in Cincinnati, where he was
ordained in 1950. In 1975,
Rabbi Salzmann was awarded a Doctor of Divinity degree
from the Central Conference
of American Rabbis.
Throughout his life, he
continued his scholarship in
theology and as a teacher who
trained bar and bat mitzvah
children as well as adults. An
amateur historian, he collected antique postcards of
the Berkshires, possessed a
wealth of knowledge about
the postal service of British
Mandate Palestine, and had
begun to write a history of
the Jewish community of the
Berkshires before his death.
Before joining the US Army
as a chaplain at the rank of
Second Lieutenant (and later
an Army Reserve Captain),
he and his wife Audrey (nee
Pastor) whom he married
in 1950, held a pulpit in
Cedar Rapids, IA. His time
as a chaplain for the Western
Area Command took him to
Germany and Belgium; in
Luxembourg, he took part in a
dedication ceremony to honor
General George Patton.
Turning down a full time
commission in the US Army,
he returned to civilian life in
1954. He frequently remarked
that it was the natural beauty
of the Berkshires and his ability to be active in both Jewish
and secular life that made him
turn down other job offers at
larger congregations in New
York and Rhode Island.
Over the past 64 years,
Rabbi Salzmann dedicated his life to building his
Reform Jewish community
in Pittsfield. He raised funds
and, along with the Temple
board, engaged an architect
to design and to build the
new synagogue that is currently home to Temple Anshe
Amunim on Broad Street in
Pittsfield. The Temple’s membership grew and gained new
financial stability through the
generosity of congregants who
shared his vision.
Although he retired early,

he remained active as the
emeritus rabbi, often stepping in to replace his younger
colleagues to conduct services, funerals, and weddings.
The Temple honored both the
Rabbi and his wife, recently
renaming the religious school
in their honor. Nationally, he
was recognized by his alma
mater, the Hebrew University
of Cincinnati, with an honorary doctorate in 1975.
At least in equal measure,
Rabbi devoted himself to the
civic life of the Berkshires, as
a citizen and one of its most
dedicated religious leaders. Shortly after coming to
Pittsfield, he became a member of the Rotary Club. In
2012, fellow Rotarians recognized his many decades of
service to Rotary and the community with the Paul Harris
Award.
One of the longest serving members of the clergy in
the Berkshires, he delivered
more invocations at parades
and high school graduations
than any other rabbi, priest or
minister in the county. He was
active in many other capacities in the city and county,
from the board of trustees of
the Berkshire Medical Center
to the committee that restored the WW I memorial
in Veterans’ Park on South
Street.
A longtime member of the
Berkshire Clergy Association,
he embodied the civic spirit of
the Kennedy-era. In addition
to his love of collecting books
and stamps, he remained the
secretary-treasurer of the
Monday Evening Club whose
members included his dear
friend, Norman Rockwell, well
into his 90s.
One of his delights was in
poetry, particularly rhythmic,
rhyming poetry of the 19th
century, such as the “Charge
of the Light Brigade” by Alfred,
Lord Tennyson, and “Barbara
Frietchie” by John Greenleaf
Whittier. He was in the habit
of reciting his favorites while
doing his morning calisthenics, and once presented a
paper to the Monday Evening
Club about the poems and poets he loved.
He was a life member of the
Society of Israel Philatelists
and of Phi Beta Kappa.
Rabbi Salzmann is survived by his wife and rabbinical partner, Audrey, with
whom he would have celebrated their 68th wedding anniversary on October 8, 2018; a
daughter, Dr. Ariel Salzmann
of Kingston, Ontario Canada,
and a son, Joshua Salzmann
of London, UK; and five grandchildren, Zachary (and his
partner Carrie), Francesca,
Asher, Natasha, and Jordan.
The Salzmann family wishes to express their gratitude
to their extended Berkshire
mishpacha, Jewish and
non-Jewish, who frequently visited Rabbi as his health
declined, as well as to express
thanks to the nurses, aides,

and staff of Mt. Carmel for the
high quality of care and many
kindnesses they showed him
in his final months of life.
Funeral services were
held Friday, September 28 at
Temple Anshe Amunim with
Rabbi Liz P.G. Hirsch, spiritual leader of the Temple,
Rabbi Josh Breindel, spiritual
leader of Congregation Beth
El in Sudbury, MA and Rabbi
Barbara J. K. Cohen, spiritual leader of Congregation
Ahavath Sholom, officiating.
Burial followed in the Pittsfield
Cemetery.
Donations may be made
to the Southern Poverty Law
Center through the DevannyCondron Funeral Home.

Edward Peter Leigh
Griffith, 89, loved the
Berkshires
PITTSFIELD – Edward Peter
Leigh Griffith died Thursday,
October 11.
Born January 15, 1929 in
Farnborough, England, he immigrated to the United States
in the late 1950s. He spent his
professional life as an advertising copywriter.
Peter loved the Berkshires,
retiring here in 2000. He is
survived by his wife, Marlene
Chautin, and stepdaughter
Nicole Trevino.
Per his request, there were
no funeral services.

Edna G. Stapleton Miller,
95, believed strongly in
Hadassah
PITTSFIELD – Edna G.
Stapleton Miller, 95, died
Monday morning, September
24 at her home.
Born in Toledo, OH on
March 30, 1923, she was the
daughter of the late Martin
and RoseBelle Clavenger
Stapleton. She was educated
in the schools there. Primarily
a homemaker, she came to
Pittsfield in the early 60s to
make her home.
A life member of
Hadassah, Edna was active
in Temple Anshe Amunim
and its Sisterhood for 50 plus
years. Edna firmly believed in
the essence of Hadassah and
enrolled her grandchildren in
Hadassah upon their birth. A
life member of the B’nai B’rith,
she twice served as co-chair
of the United Jewish Appeal.
A long time volunteer at the
Berkshire Medical Center, she
also was a member of Council
of Jewish Women.
Edna looked forward to
spending Wednesday afternoons playing Mahjong with
her many friends.
Her husband, Daniel Miller,
died in 2009.
She is survived by her
daughter, Deborah R. Hassett
and her husband, Michael of
Lee; her two sons, Samuel L.
Miller and his wife, Lynne of
Lee, and Donald A. Miller of
Durham, NC; her 4 grandchildren, Daniel J. Hassett and
his wife, Amber, Jessica R.
Hassett, Sydney P. Miller and
his wife, Krisha, Nathan D.

Miller; and her 2 great grandchildren, Candice Rennie and
Mataya Miller.
Funeral services were held
Thursday, September 27 at
Temple Anshe Amunim with
Rabbi Liz P.G. Hirsch, spiritual leader, officiating. Burial
followed in the Pittsfield
Cemetery.
Memorial donations may
be made to Temple Anshe
Amunim in care of the
Devanny-Condron Funeral
Home.

Marvin Weiss, 91,
honesty and generosity
were always present
BROCKTON, MA – Our beloved father, grandfather,
great-grandfather, fatherin-law, and friend, Marvin
Lawrence Weiss of Berlin,
CT, comfortably passed on
Monday, September 17 at the
VA hospital in Brockton, MA.
Born May 29, 1927, the
son of Robert S. and Esther B.
Weiss of Cohoes, NY, Marvin
grew up during the Great
Depression after the loss of his
mother at age 5. As with many
from his generation, he enlisted in the US Navy at age 17 to
fight in World War II. He spent
the war years in the South
Pacific aboard the Battleship
USS New Jersey and was involved in multiple actions.
After the war, he married
Helen C. Kolman of Pittsfield
in 1952. Marvin earned a BS
degree from Sienna College in
Troy, NY. His business career
spanned from a wholesale
candy/sundries company,
paint and wallpaper, to vice
president of Viking Aluminum
Company in New Britain, CT.
He was a true renaissance
man with talents ranging from
cooking, carpentry, oil painting, restoring cars and boats,
collecting antiques, target
shooting, and sailing. He had
a true passion for anything
mechanical. He enjoyed traveling to various flea markets
and old car shows. He always
had a strong passion for life
with a positive attitude and a
great sense of humor. In addition, his honesty and generosity were always present.
He was predeceased by his
only brother, Stanley R. Weiss
and his wife, Helen.
Survivors include his son
and daughter-in-law, Eric
and Julie Weiss of Berlin,
CT; his daughter and sonin-law, Gerald and Nancy
Anderson of Sharon, MA; and
five grandchildren and one
great-granddaughter.
He was truly one of
the greatest of the great
generation.
Graveside services were
held Friday, September 21 at
Knesset Israel Cemetery with
Rabbi David Weiner, spiritual
leader of Knesset Israel officiating. Donations may be made
to the Jewish War Veterans
in care of Flynn & DagnoliBencivenga Funeral Home,
5 Elm Street, Pittsfield, MA
01201

Harriette Rutkin
Joffe, 83, gifted artist
and painter
FAIRFIELD, CT – Harriette
Rutkin Joffe, 83, formerly of
Great Barrington, MA and
Santa Fe, NM, a gifted artist and painter, passed away
peacefully at her daughter’s
home on Tuesday, October 16.
Born in Bridgeport, CT,
Harriette was the daughter
of the late Henry and Selma
Rutkin.
She is survived by her
devoted children David Ira
Rumpler, Katharine Anne
Gitlin and her husband
Martin, and Danielle Diane
Joffe and her fiance Martin
Brunk; her adored grandchildren Shira Helena Gitlin,
Kayla Gabriella Gitlin, Emily
Rose Gitlin, and Sophia Eliya
Hampton; her dear brother
Arnold Rutkin and his wife
Sally Oldham; and her beloved
dog, Pablo.
Services took place on
Thursday, October 18 at
Temple Shalom, Norwalk, CT,
with interment following at
Rodeph Sholom Cemetery,
Fairfield, CT. Memorial contributions may be made to
Housatonic Valley Association,
https://hvatoday.org/

Andrea Lipton Becker,
54, grew up in Pittsfield
NORTHBROOK, IL - Andrea
Becker, nee Lipton, 54, passed
away on Friday, November 2.
Andrea was the beloved wife
and teammate of Larry; the
best mom of Adam, Zachary,
and Abigail; cherished daughter of Bonnie and the late Alan
Lipton; dear sister of Susan
(James) Gelpi; treasured
daughter-in-law of Alvin and
Francine Becker; loving sisterin-law, aunt, niece, and friend
of so many.
Andrea’s life was an example of how she always encouraged everyone to do their personal best. She will be deeply
missed.
Funeral services were
held Monday, November 5
at Moriah Congregation,
Deerfield, IL. Interment followed at Shalom Memorial
Park, Arlington Heights, IL.
Donations may be made to:
• Moriah Congregation, 200
Taub Drive, Deerfield IL
60015, www.moriahcong.org
• Hadassah Chicago-North
Shore, 60 Revere Drive, Suite
800, Northbrook, IL 60062
www.hadassah.org/regions/
chicago-north-shore
• Rochelle Zell Jewish High
School, 1095 Lake Cook Road,
Deerfield, IL 60015, www.
rzjhs.org
• Camp Ramah in Wisconsin,
65 East Wacker Place, Suite
100, Chicago, IL 60601, www.
ramahwisconsin.com
• Kellogg Cancer Center, 1033
University Place, Suite 450,
Evanston, IL 60201, https://
foundation.northshore.org/
donate
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Calendar – Ongoing Events
Around the Community
Continuous – Chabad of the Berkshires
“Smile on Seniors,” or “S.O.S.,” volunteer
program to serve senior citizens in the
Berkshires. Information for families who
can benefit and volunteers: Rabbi Levi
Volovik at (413) 499-9899 or visit www.
jewishberkshires.com.
Monthly, fourth or fifth Sunday – Volunteers from Congregation Beth Israel,
53 Lois Street, North Adams “Take and
Eat” program cook, package, and deliver
hot meals for all North Adams clients of
“Meals on Wheels.” Information: (413)
663-5830 or office@cbiweb.org.
Sundays (second of each month) –
Berkshire Hills Society of Israeli Philatelists
meet. Discuss Israeli and American stamps.
Coffee and donuts. Information: Ed Helitzer, (413) 447-7622, daytime.
Tuesdays, from 10 to 11:30 a.m. – Torah
Portion of the Week study group at Knesset
Israel, 16 Colt Road, Pittsfield. Facilitator
Myrna Hammerling guides the group
through the triennial cycle, year-round in
the KI Library. Newcomers always welcome
to this gathering of students of diverse
ages, backgrounds, and perspectives who
search together to deepen understanding
of our foundational text. Free. Information:
(413) 445-4872, ext. 16.
Wednesdays, from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m.
– Hevreh of Southern Berkshire, 270 State

Road, Great Barrington, offers an hour of
“Shalom Yoga, Gentle Stretch and Meditation” with Nina Lipkowitz a certified
Kripalu and Jewish yoga and meditation
teacher. Check https://hevreh.org/calendar/ for updates. All levels welcome.
Contact Nina at ninalipkowitz@gmail.com
with any questions.
Wednesdays – at Knesset Israel, “Enhanced Prayer Class for Adults” 10:0011:30 a.m. at 16 Colt Road, Pittsfield, KI
library. What are we saying when we read
prayers at a service? How does the siddur
language connect with my life today? How
can I build my Hebrew reading fluency
and practice my reading skills? How can
I be more comfortable with the language
and process of prayer? Facilitated by
Myrna Hammerling. Newcomers always
welcome. Information: (413) 445-4872,
ext. 16.
Thursdays (fourth of each month) –
Hadassah Book Club. For times, locations
of meetings, and further information
about the books: Roz Kolodny at (413)
243-2077 or rozlk@yahoo.com.
Fridays, at 9:00 a.m. – Meditation with
Rabbi Rachel Barenblat in the Congregation Beth Israel sanctuary, 53 Lois Street,
North Adams, overlooking the Berkshire
mountains. Silence, chanting, and meditation designed to help prepare for Shabbat.

Affiliate with a Congregation.
You, the congregation, and the Jewish community benefit when you do.
• YOU GET the Jewish enrichment and spiritual nourishment you are
seeking.
• YOU GET the rabbinical support you need in times of joy and sorrow.
• YOU RECONNECT with your community and your Jewish roots.
• YOU CAN PARTICIPATE in a variety of services, classes, and programs
that keep Judaism alive and flourishing in Berkshire County.
• THE CONGREGATION IS THE INSTITUTION that has sustained the
Jewish people for two millenia throughout the world. Orthodox,
Conservative, Reconstructionist, or Reform, the Jewish community
wins when you join the congregation of your choice.

The Jewish Federation of the Berkshires
encourages you to affiliate.

All welcomed. Information: (413) 6635830 and www.cbiweb.org.
Fridays, once a month at 5:30 p.m.
(followed by a family style Shabbat
dinner at 6:30 p.m.) – Knesset Israel,
16 Colt Road, Pittsfield. Shirei Shabbat
(“Songs of Shabbat”). Unique service
combines melodies from Carlebach, Debbie Friedman, and Camp Ramah to create
a ruach filled (“spirited”) family friendly
experience. Cost for dinner $20 adult; $15
teen, children free. Dinner reservations
are due by the Monday before services.
Full information: (413) 445-4872, ext 10.
Saturdays at 8:45 a.m. – at Hevreh, 270
State Road in Great Barrington. Every
Shabbat morning, gather in Rabbi Neil
Hirsch’s study and dive into the less-often
read books of the Bible. All are welcome to
begin the day with coffee while studying
and relaxing on Shabbat. Sessions will
be between 45 and 60 minutes. Please
be in touch with Rabbi Hirsch for further
information: nhirsch@hevreh.org.
Saturdays at 9:00 a.m. – Temple Anshe
Amunim, 26 Broad Street, Pittsfield. Rabbi
Liz P.G. Hirsch leads a meditation and light
yoga group.
Saturdays at 9:30 a.m. – Temple Anshe
Amunim, 26 Broad Street, Pittsfield.
“Torah Plus: Exploring Jewish Text and
Culture.” Join Rabbi Liz P.G. Hirsch for

a conversation based on the texts of the
Jewish people and reflect on Jewish values
and thinking and what it means “to be
Jewish.” All texts are offered in English.
Free and open to the public. Information (413) 442-5910 or templeoffice@
ansheamunim.org.

Knesset Israel
16 Colt Road, Pittsfield
ONGOING MINYANS
Sunday
8:45 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Tuesday
7 p.m.
Friday
5:45 p.m.
Saturday
9:30 a.m. and evenings
approximately 30 minutes before sunset
CANDLE-LIGHTING

Friday, November 23...........4:06 p.m.
Friday, November 30...........4:03 p.m.
[See calendar at knessetisrael.org for
Chanukah lighting times, beginning
Sunday, December 2]
Friday, December 7 ............4:02 p.m.
(light Chanukah candles first)
Friday, December 14...........4:02 p.m.
Friday, December 21...........4:05 p.m.
Friday, December 28...........4:09 p.m.
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Programs take
take place
place Mondays
Mondays and
and Thursdays
Thursdays at
at 10:45
10:45 a.m.
a.m. Lunch
Lunch is
is served
served Mondays,
Monday and
Thursday
Programs
Tuesdays,
and
at noon.
at 12Thursdays
p.m, through
September 3. Tuesday lunch resumes on September 8.
Venue: Knesset Israel, 16 Colt Rd, Pittsfield, MA.

Knesset Israel, 16 Colt Road, Pittsfield, MA.

NOVEMBER
Monday, 19..................10:45 a.m., “The Process of Aging,”
with therapist Maggie Bittman. Lunch: Chicken pot pie#, peas
& carrots, spinach, multi-grain bread, applesauce and tea.

Monday, 17................ 10:45 a.m., “The Interaction Between
Hearing and Balance,” with Dr. Andrew Puttick and Dr. Trevor
Marcotte. Lunch: Sloppy Joes**#, cabbage soup, corn,
mashed potatoes, hamburger rolls, peaches and tea.

Tuesday, 20................ Grilled cheese and tuna, minestrone soup, mixed vegetables, whole wheat bread, pudding, coffee, tea and milk for coffee.

Tuesday, 18................ Roasted chicken**#, celery rice
soup, sweet potato, mixed vegetables, marble rye
bread, oatmeal cranberry cookies and tea.

Thursday, 22.............. Closed for Thanksgiving

Thursday, 20.............. 10:45 a.m., Chair Yoga, with Linda
Novick. Lunch: Black bean burger, tomato goat cheese
pasta with peas, salad, beets, muffin, applesauce, coffee, tea and milk for coffee.

Monday, 26................ 10:45 a.m., “Moving Towards Health,”
with Thea Basis. Lunch: Beef chili**#, salad, brown rice,
oat bread, pears, and tea.
Tuesday, 27................ Chicken Marsala**#, chef’s choice
juice, noodles, mixed vegetables, multigrain bread, apricots and tea.
Thursday, 29.............. 10:45 a.m., “Shabbetai Tzvi, 17th Century False Messiah” with Rabbi Barbara Cohen. Lunch: Fresh
fish**, mushroom soup, broccoli, salad, rice pilaf, rolls,
cookies, coffee, tea and milk for coffee.
DECEMBER

Linking Young
Jewish Women in
Their Fight Against
Breast Cancer
(866) 474-2774
www.sharsheret.org

Monday, 3....................10:45 a.m., “The Process of Aging,”
with therapist Maggie Bittman. Lunch: Turkey stew**#,
brown rice, rye bread, pears and tea.
Tuesday, 4.................. Meat leftover day, potato bread,
mandarin oranges and tea.
Thursday, 6................ 10:45 a.m., “Combating Poverty of
the Mind: Creative Exploration and Good Questions,” with Dr.
Philip Pryjma. Lunch: Fish sticks, meadow blend vegetables, Fench fries, farmer’s loaf, pudding, coffee, tea and
milk for coffee.
Monday, 10................ 10:45 a.m., “Bimuelos and Keftes and
Gelt, Oh My! Chanukah Foods From Around the World,” with
Carol Goodman Kaufman. Lunch: Meat loaf**#, chicken
soup, Italian beans, leek fritters, Challah, dessert TBA
and tea.
Tuesday, 11................ BBQ chicken**#, zucchini rice soup,
collard greens, sweet potato fries, corn bread, pecan pie
bars and tea.

Like us on
Facebook:
• Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires
• PJ Library
Berkshire County

Thursday, 13.............. 10:45 a.m., 1st of 3 92nd Street Y video
series. Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks and Simon Schama with
David Gregory: “Genius and the Story of the Jews.” Lunch:
Eggplant parmesan, baked ziti, minestrone soup, Italian
blend vegetables, garlic bread, grapes, coffee, tea and
milk for coffee.

Monday, 24................ 10:45 a.m., 2nd of 3 92nd Street Y
video series. “Decade of Disorder: Madeleine Albright in Conversation with David Miliband.” Lunch: Tuna fish sandwiches on whole wheat bread, tomato soup, beets, cookies,
coffee, tea and milk for coffee.
Tuesday, 25................ Closed for Christmas Day
Thursday, 27.............. 10:45 a.m., 3rd of 3 92nd Street Y
video series. “Jewish Identity: The Truth, Fears, Hope and Illusions.” Lunch: Vegetarian chili, salad, brown rice, scones,
chef’s choice of fruit, coffee, tea and milk for coffee.
Monday, 31................ 10:45 a.m., Program to be Announced. Lunch: Turkey piccata**#, salad, rice, asparagus
cuts and tips, Challah, parve lemon mousse and tea.
JANUARY
Tuesday, 1.................. Closed for New Year’s Day
Thursday, 3................ 10:45 a.m., Program to be Announced. Lunch: Fish chowder**, grilled cheese on multigrain bread, mixed vegetables, fruit cocktail, coffee, tea
and milk for coffee.
Monday, 7..................... 10:45 a.m., Program to be Announced. Lunch: Meat loaf**#, salad, peas and carrots,
mashed potatoes, rye bread, chocolate chip cookies and tea.
Tuesday, 8.................. Chicken nuggets#, zucchini rice
soup, sweet potato fries, green beans, chef’s choice of
bread, apricots and tea.
Thursday, 10.............. 10:45 a.m., Program to be Announced. Lunch: Macaroni and cheese, tomato soup,
salad, beets, scones, tropical fruit salad, coffee, tea and
milk for coffee.
Monday, 14 ............... 10:45 a.m., Program to be Announced. Lunch: Spaghetti and meatballs (meatballs are
gluten free), chicken soup, Italian beans, Italian bread,
pears and tea.
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CULTURE AND ARTS
BATTLE FATIGUE, continued from page 28
as keepsakes — menus, theater programs, postcards, newspaper clippings.
Interspersed are photographs of Morton
and his fellow soldiers taken during
his training at stateside military bases,
along with a certification showing he
was licensed to operate cars, trucks,
tanks, wreckers, and motorcycles.
The tenor of the album changes as
Morton accompanied the U.S. Third
Army as it raced through France following the D-Day invasion of Normandy in
June 1944. Photographs appear documenting the five major battles in which
he participated, including the Battle of
the Bulge. As the war drew to a painful and bloody close, Morton Polkowitz
found himself at the center of events. In
Paris after its recapture from Nazi forces
in 1944, he witnessed a failed German
sniper attack on Charles De Gaulle,
writing home laconically: “Gerry tried to
get De Gaulle, August 26. Missed Polk,
too.” Not only that, he attended the first
post-liberation Rosh Hashanah service
at the Great Synagogue of Paris and
worshiped with just-freed survivors, one
of whom gave Morton the yellow star
from his camp uniform (which is also
part of the scrapbook collection, and
will eventually be donated to the U.S.
Holocaust Museum).
Morton also was among the forces
that liberated the concentration camp
Ohrdruf, a sub-camp of Buchenwald,
one of the first camps to be liberated
by the Allies. For his work managing
a factory that put together reclaimed
elements of military vehicles and tanks,
he was awarded the Bronze Star (which
he did not collect until 1965, and then
only because his family urged him
to do so). The scrapbook also contains his honorable discharge papers,
which reveal that he had been treated

for post-traumatic stress disorder at
Mason Hospital in Long Island at the
end of his Army service.
It’s a big and fascinating human
story scarcely done justice by a few
paragraphs in a newspaper article.
Fortunately, Nina Lipkowitz is sharing
her father’s story — both visually and
narratively — at galleries and other
venues in the Berkshires and environs
as her interpretation of it develops. An
exhibition titled “Battle Fatigue,” inspired by and derived from her father’s
scrapbook, will be on view at the 510
Warren Street Gallery in Hudson, NY
through November 25. It is clear from
talking to Lipkowitz that the artistic
energy that this project has unleashed
has not come close to dissipating.
For one, she started painting again,
and learned new techniques to apply
photo transfers to canvas. She says she
took pains “not to make these paintings
decorative, to put pretty things together, as I am wont to do.”
When talking to her now about
“Battle Fatigue,” one gets the sense that
the project is in the process of evolving
into its final shape, one that might become a composite visual and oral presentation delivered by Lipkowitz, who
is a sharp and engaging speaker. She
may not have known what to say about
her father in the past, but through
her exploration of his scrapbook, she
is creating a powerful portrait of a
guarded man who lived through some
of the most important and emotionally
wrenching events of the 20th century.
Even though the events that defined Morton Polkowitz occurred
more than 70 years ago, through his
daughter, his life story is still a work
in progress. We look forward to finding out what happens next.
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Battle Fatigue
Artist Nina Lipkowitz explores
her father’s WWII experience
When there was peace, he
was for peace: when there
was war, he went.
— from “The Unknown
Citizen,” by W.H. Auden
Nina Lipkowitz has that
look.
It’s the look that creative
people get when they know
they are on to something.
When inspiration is firing on
all cylinders. When the universe seems to be rewarding
them, often in unexpected
ways, with more and more rich
material.
When the BJV last featured Lipkowitz in April 2016
— “She Prefers to Live in
Color” — we shared her playful
abstract iPad finger paintings
and her lush and elegant watercolors of flowers from her
garden. But in the intervening two-plus years, Lipkowitz
stopped painting on paper and
canvas, her engagement with
the way she was then working
having run its course.
Of enduring fascination,
however, was the World War II

scrapbook assembled by her
father, Morton Polkowitz (a
family name that was de-Hebraicized to ‘Polk’). “My sister got my parents’ wedding
album,” says Lipkowitz, “and
I got the scrapbook. I would
look and look at it — it was
literally always my most valuable possession.” Its contents
— annotated over the years by
Lipkowitz’s father and mother
— recorded Morton’s wartime
journey as an ordnance officer with the U.S. Third Army
(General George Patton’s command) from stateside training
through the end of hostilities
in Europe, during which he
experienced combat in some
of the major battles fought toward the end of the war.
Lipkowitz says that she
and her father never talked
about those experiences —
seemingly, he wished to put
the war behind him and in
any case, as she writes in an
artist’s statement, he was “a
difficult man. Eleven years
after he died, my mother said,
‘How come nobody ever talks

“Daddy Come Home Soon,” inspired by a letter written by Nina Lipkowitz’s older sister
about Daddy?’ The truth is, we
didn’t know what to say about
him.” His reticence, along with
Lipkowitz’s own unfamiliarity with the history of the war,
made the images he preserved
that much more mysterious.
As years passed, the condition
of the scrapbook started to deteriorate and Lipkowitz began
to ponder how she might preserve its contents, developing
a deepening curiosity in truly
understanding the story it told
about her father.
Approximately one year
ago, Lipkowitz found the impetus to get started when she
shared information about the
scrapbook during a therapeutic session with Stockbridge
At left, top: “French Resistance
Money,” reproducing wartime
currency altered to show Hitler
being throttled
Left: “Rosh Hashanah, Paris
1944,” incorporating the
image of a yellow star given to
Polkowitz by a newly-liberated
survivor
Lower right: “All My Love, Still
and Forever,” a postcard image
of Clovely, England, sent before
deployment to Europe

“Lost Synagogues of Europe,” at the
Yiddish Book Center
AMHERST – On view in the Yiddish Book Center’s Brechner Gallery now through March
2019, “Lost Synagogues of Europe” is a collection of early twentieth-century postcards on
Jewish themes, many of them depicting synagogues in Eastern Europe that were destroyed
during World War II. The postcards come from the collection of Frantisek Banyai, a Praguebased entrepreneur and
son of Holocaust survivors
who began amassing the
collection 40 years ago
and continues his search
today.
The postcards’ scenes
of buildings and worshippers have an overall effect, said a writer
in The Times of Israel,
that “is fascinating and
devastating.”
The Yiddish Book
Center is at 1021 West
Street in Amherst, MA.
Postcard image of synagogue in Lodz, Poland

healer (and Hevreh of
Southern Berkshire Religious
School teacher) David Halley,
who urged her to find a way
to share it with the world. She
says she took to heart the
message of “Lech Lecha” —
God’s instruction to Abram to
‘go forth’ — and “do something
with this.” She thought, “I
could write a book; but I’m not
going to do that, because I’m
an artist.” But first, she had
to do historical research to fill
in gaps in her knowledge of
the war — and so the “project
unpeeled one teeny piece at a
time.”
Martin Polkowitz was in his
thirties, married with a daughter (Nina’s older sister), when
he enlisted as an officer in the
U.S. Army, in part because
“as a Jew he felt this war was

something he had to be part
of,” says Lipkowitz. Though he
had a law degree from George
Washington University, he
worked for his family’s auto
dealership business in the
New Jersey area. Lipkowitz
found out that owing to the
familiarity auto dealers would
have had with managing inventories of mechanical parts,
in the military they often
found themselves assigned to
ordnance units, the branch of
the armed forces that procures, maintains, and issues
weapons, ammunition, and
combat vehicles.
The scrapbook starts
with the kinds of ephemera
any vacationer might retain
LIPKOWITZ, continued
on page 27

